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Wild Bill and his mysterious troop drove their horses toward the cave just as the Liberty
Boys burst from their place of concealment. Dick yelled at the Tory : "Surrender,
or you and your men will never escape from that cavern .alive!"
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The Liberty Boys Chasing "Wild Bill "
OR,

FIGHTING A MYSTERIOUS TROOP
By HARRY MOORE

CHAITER !.-The Face in the Mirror.
"Yem haven't ·h appened to run across Wild Bill,
have you, captain?"
"I don't know that I have. Who is he?"
"Well, fo'lks don't know who he is, for he's reckoned to have more names than one, · and they
don't know just which is the right one."
"What is he, then, ii that is better, Eph ?" asked the young patriot captain, who had been questioned regarding the person called "Wild Bill."
"Well, I reckon that's more to the point, captain," returned the backwoodsman, "and I can
enlighten yon a bit on that. He's a renegade and
a desperado, much the same as Simon Girty,
M'Kim, Elliot, and fellows of that sort."
"Where does ihe operate, Eph? If he is a Tory
renegade, like the men you have mentioned, I
may have met him without knowing it."
"Well, it's hard to tell where he don't operate,
captain, for I've heard of his being in different
places-sometimes here, and then again many
miles away. Folks livin' in the old North State
have had trouble with him, and then he's been
heard of around here, and again away down in
Kentucky, or away up the Ohio, but wherever he
goes he makes mischief."
"He troubles the patriots, then? Is he leagued
with the Indians?"
"Well, folks say he's in league with the Old
Scratch, and kin even improve on the old feller;
but, at any rate, him and his troop are the wust
set of rascals that was ever let loose on the
earth, I'll bet a good round sum."
~'Why did you speak of ~im, Eph ?" asked Captain Dick Slater, of the L11b erty Ifoys, a band of
one hundred young patriots fighting for American independence, of the backwoodsman.
Dick and half a dozen or more of the Liberty
Boys were resting in a sort of general store and
ta"¥ern on the Oihio river nea1· Maysville on the
Kentucky frontier one pleasant afternoon, talking to the owner and a few of the neighbors.
"Well captain," replied Ephraim Holden, the
backwo~dsman taking his corncob pipe from his
mouth, "I donn'o as I know, 'cept that I got thi~k
ing of the critter on .account of your · gettmg
ready fot trouble from Simon Gfrty and the likes
of him. I don't rightly know i,f Bill ever had
anything to do with Simon, but he mought've
been cut off the same piece of goods fo1· naturalbo1·n cuss·e dness."
·
"You don't. know that he is in the neighborhood, do you, Mr. Holden?" asked a handsome,

sturdy boy in the uniform of a lieutenant, sitting
close to Dick.
He was the latter's ·closest friend, and his name
was Bo-b Estabrook, being a Westchester, New
York, boy, like Dick himself.
"No, I couldn't say that I do, lieutenant, and
the fact is, I donno where he is, but wherever he
be there·s trouble for somebody a-brewing, I kin
tell you that."
"Well, if he is not here no-w there is no use
worrying about it," declared Dick, "and if he is,
we shall have to make up our minds to get rid
of him and his lawless band, that is all."
"What is he like, Ephraim?" asked a lively,
jolly-looking boy of the name of Ben Spurlock,
who was one of the best-liked of the Liberty
Boys.
"Well, he ain't extra good-looking, I can tell
you that, but folks don't often see his face, being
that he generally wears a black mask on it, to
hide his ugliness, I reckon, and some says thalrGreat snakes! Talk of the Old Boy and-look at
that fellow looking in the window !"
"Heavens and earth! That's Wild Bill hisself !" gasped Ho-lden.
Dick Slater was the first to turn toward the
window, knowing that the man himself must be
looking in. WheR he looked that way the man
was gone.
"Quick!" he hissed. "After him! If that is
Wild Bill, he must not escape!"
He was on his feet even as he spoke, and in
another moment was dashing toward the door.
Bob Estabrook, Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson,
Harry Thurber, Arthur Mackay, Paul Benson,
Ezra Barbour, Harry Judson, and all the boys
with Dick followed him instantly. Not half a
minute had el an sed from the time of seeing that
evil face at the window till the boys were outside, and yet there was no sign of the man.
"Go around the house!" cried Dick. "Look
everywhere. He must not escape. If that is
Wild Bill, then his presence in the neighborhood
means danger, and he must be taken at once to
prevent we know not what disasters!"
The boys went this way and that, and soon
there was a line of them all around the house.
The barn, the smoke house, all the outbuildings,
in fact were t horoughly searched, but nothing
was fo~nd of ihe mysterious "Wild Bill." There
were the prints of horses' hoofs on the rough
road, but these told little, as the boys themselves
had come on horseback, and a man had left the
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store soon after the arrival of the boys, and the
tracks might be his.
"Ge1! your horses, boys," .s aid Dick, "and we
will have a hunt for this fellow. You go one
way, Bob, with some of the boys, and I'll go the
other. If you see any sign of the rascal, fire.
You need have no sympathy for a man of that
sort, for the question is simply whether he is
shot or hanged, for he is bound to be one or the
other."
Dick t<iok Ben, Sam and the two Harrys, and
went up the river, Bob going down with the rest.
The camp of the Liberty Boys was on the river
itself, upstream a nrile or so, the road not follo~ng the river as far as that, but branching
off to the south. OnJy the face of "Wild Bill"
had been seen in the window, so that the boys
could not tell if he were dressed in buckskin,
homespun, or in uniform, and they had not
thought to aiSk Eph Holden how he generally went
dressed, so that unless they saw the man's face
again, they could not tell if any man they saw
ahead of them on the road were he or not.
He had evidently heard the boys talking and
had looked in at the wind-0w with no idea of being seen, and had known nothing of it tiH the
storekeeper's startled exclamation had aroused
him. Dick and his party rode on at a gallop till
they reached the turn, and here they saw a man
in buckskin and wearing a coonskin cap riding
along at an easy gait a little ahead of them.
"There is some one," declared Dick. "That
may be the m"<l.'ll, or it may not be. Corne on,
boys."
Thiiy speedily overtook the man, who turned
and looked at them in a pleasant manner.
"Good evening, captain," he said.
The boys halted, and Dick asked:
"Has any one passed you within a few minutes,
sir?"
"No; I haven't seen any one. Might you be
looking for any one in particular, captain?"
·
"Yes, we are. Have you ever heard of Wild
Bill?"
"I reckon I have, captain, and he's the peskiest,
ornariest critter you'll meet in a day's march.
You wasn't looking for him, was you?"
"Yes, we were."
"Is Bill in this district?" with
troubled look.
"Yes, and we propose to rid it of him just as
quick as we can," in a tone of determination.
"Well, I hope you will , for if Bill is here it
means nothing but trouble an' tribulation tiH he's
out of it. No, I haven't seen him, an' I don't
want to !"
The boys rode on past where they should turn
do''Vll to go to the camp. but saw nothing of the
man nor of any other, al t hough they saw tracks,
which might have been freshly made or mig ht
not, so they set out for their camp.

a

CHAPTER II.-The Man in the Moonlight.
Reaching bhe camp about supper time, they
were welcomed . by all the bovs, many of them
coming forward and asking for news. During
the meal the bovs who had been to the store told
those who had not how they had met Wild Bill,
and how he had disappeared in so mysterious a
fashion. The man's face was described so that
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the ot~ers would k;now him in case they met him,
all bemg greatly mterested in the story. Afteisupper the. boys occupied themselves in many
way-;;, mendmg saddles •an~ harness, cleaning and
loadmg muskets and pistols, mending their
~lothes, polishing swords, whiteing belts, and domg many other necessary things, besides amusing themselves.
When it began to grow dark, the fires were
lighted and the sentries were posted, the boys
being always vigilant whether they expected to
see an enemy or not. A little later there would be
a moon, and there would be light for all but
the ~res were company, a'lthough they did not
require them for comfort, and they were allowe<l
to burn. T.he night came on apace, the moon
arose, floodmg the river vvith light, the fires
burned low, the. various noises in the camp ceased,
and all w'.ls quiet, many of the boys being asleep,
the occasional tramp of the sentries being the
only sound heard.
Ben Spurlock and Sam Sanderson had adjoining beats · on the river, for an enemy could approach in that direction as well as in any other
and occasionally they would meet to exchange ~
few woros, and then go on. The moon flooded
the riv:er and the bank with her silvery light, and
a1'1 obJects along, the shore werl most distinct.
Ben and Sam were in the :::hadows and not visil:~le, therefore, from the river, flowing majestically on in the full moonlight. The two boys
had met and were talking in low t<Jnes, not heard
more than a few feet away, when Ben happened
to , glance toward the river for no apparent reason.
"Look!" he suddenly gasped, pointino· toward
the river.
,..,
There, standing perfectly motionless, like a
figure cut in stone with the white moonlight
flood:ing it, was the form of a man. He wore a
suit of buckskin, tanned a s soft and as smooth
as velvet, with a coonskin cap on his head and
a long rifle in his hands. Presently he turned
slo~ly, and then t_he boys saw his face-scowling,
malignant and evil, the face of a fiend in hum an
guise.
"Wild Bill!" gasped both boys., in a breath .
The man standing in the moonli,ght turned
slowly ar;d l augh~d, a sneering, ~ocking, cruel
laugh, with nothmg hearty or mirth-provoking
in it. Ben imitated the shrill cry of a night hawk
and threw his musket to his shoulder. Then the
man in the moonlight •s uddenly vanished. Crack!
Ben's musket rang out sharply.
"After him, Sam!" he cried, slinging his rifle
over his shoulder, and drawing a brace of pistols.
Sam dashed out into the full moonlight, but
sa~· no one. In a few moments the two Harrys,
Phil , Paul, Gerald, Ben Brand, J.im Bennett, Lishe
Green, and a dozen others went flying out of
the camp and along the bank in one direction or
the other.
"Who wais it, ..Ben ?" asked Dick, coming up.
"Wild Bill.
Sam and I saw him standing in
the moonlight, as plain as you can see the river.
Then he laughed a cn1el laugh, and I fired at
him, but I missed him."
"Did you see him run along the river, or down
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the bank, Ben?" Dick asked. "Things don't vanish, you know, without a. reason."
"I lmow they don 't, captain," said Ben. "But
I could not see any reason fo r it. There is very
litt le bank there, and if he had run down I would
have seen him f or a few moments at least."
"The smoke of y'Our musket wou1d make things
indistinct for a few moments, Ben."
"Very true. "
Sam Sanderson, with the two Harrys, Phil,
Paul, Arthur and Gerald, went downstream, while
Ben Brand, Jim Bennett, Walter Jennings, Lishe
and the rest went up, all in search of the mysterious Wild Bill. The camp was rou sed, and
boys went out a t diffeTent point, hunting for the
man; but nothing could be seen of him. The boys
up and down the bank on the river saw no sign
of him, and he had disappeared as suddenly as
though he h ad b een swallowed up by the earth,
or h a d been caug ht up in the sky. F or a few
moments h e h ad been seen s tanding in the full
moorrlig ht, and th en he h ad disapp eared, and
where he had g on e, no one seemed to ·know.
The camp settled down again in a short time,
the moon rose higher a.nd ·h i gher till it was far
above the treetops and cast a deep shac!e in the
forest, and the river flowed on as before, but not
again was that silent figure seen standing on
the bank. There were no more alarms that
night, and when the day came the boys went
about their accustomed t a.sks as u sual, tending to
their horses, putting their tents to rights, and
making the cam'P neat and orde rly, as if they
were looking for inspection. They were all taught
h abits of neatnei;s from the moment they entered
the camp, and th e camp was always as orderly as
1Jliat of any regiment of regular troops. After
breakfast Dick and a number of the boys set out
on 1h orseb:u:k to reconnoiter, not knowing th a t
they were to m eet wit h an adventure as startling
as any they had yet experienced.

CHAPTER III.-The Hole in the Wall.
With Dick were Mark Morrison and a numiber
of Liberty Boys, none of whom had been with
him when :he was at the store the previous afternoon. All the boys were given a chance from
time to time to do s omething, and now and then
ail were engaged at once, so that none of 1Jhem
had a chance to get rusty from having nothing
to do. They rode to the little station, where
they stopped a short time before going on to
hear what news there might be.
"Have you seen anything of Wild Bill since
yesterday, Eph ?" asked Dick, as they drew rein,
tlhe storekeeper sitting on the doorstep smoking
a pipe.
"No, I hain't, captain," said Eph, puffing out a
cloud of smoke in a lazy fashion.
The boys rode off in the. direction Bob had
taken the day before toward the hills, and in a
particularly wild country, much of which was in
a state of nature. They passed throogh thick
woods where there was a twilight· ~hade even at
mid-day, ·a nd then through barren stretches where
little or nothing seemed to grow, and where rocks
and lioulders had been scattered about with a
ravish hand. In the distance was a stretch of
sandstone bluffs where little vegetation was to be
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seen mid where the rocks towered far above the·
tops of the neighboring .trees, standing bare and
brown in the hot summer sun, seeming to gather
the heat and reflect it, making the region still
more uninviting and uncomfortable.
"T'he1·e can't be anything to lure the renegade
in such a region a·s· that," muttered MaTk, pointing at the rough and barren rock!S.
"There may< be hiding places there," suggested
Dick.
"Why, the part ju.st ahead of us looks like
nothing but a bare wall, captain," smiled Mark.
"It doesn't look as if it would afford a hiding
place for a rabbit even."
"It m ay look different when we get nearer,
Ma rk, " quietly
They h ad not seen any one since leaving tu1e
tavern, when suddenly, as they turned a bend in
the rough roa d where the wa:ll of rocks loomed
up more barren and brown than ever, they sudderiJy saw Wild Bill himself standing in the road.
With the swiftness of an antelope he dashed
ahead, sought shelter b0hind a rock, and dasfiled
on a gain with the speed 'of the wind. The boys
could not follow with their horses, but, a t a
signal from Dick, half of them dismounted and
g~ve chase, Dick in the lead.
There were Mark, Joel Walker, Dave Dunham, Allan Leigh, Walter Jennings, and Ben
Brand wibh Dick, the others standing behind to
watch the horses. Dick was fleet of foot, and
so was Mark, and one would have to run rapidly
indeed to escape them. Dave and Allan were
very l.ight-footed ·a lso, and they kept close behind.
Dick and Mark. The renegade ran straight for
the wall of rock, the boys after him. There
seemed to be no escape, and Dick thought that
the man intended to get behind a boulder and
then suddenly <la.sh out and double on his tracks
before his trick was discovered. To Dick's amazement, however, the man ran straight for the wall,
and, when it seemed as if he must dash him.self
agains t it, he suddenly disappeared.
Dick and Mark ran on, and then both saw how
the man had disappeared. There was a fissure in
t he rock, deep, dark and mysterious, and into
this the man had literally dived, being hidden
from sight in a moment.
"H'm! it's a regular hole in the wall!" cried
Mark.
"That's wh.at it is," said Dick. "You see, the1·e
are hiding places here, Mark, for all tha t there
did not appear .to be back there on the road."
"You a1·e right, captain, but I never would
have suspected it."
"I have seen places like it, and so was prepared for anything," returned Dick.
"It wouldn't be safe to follow 1Jhe rascal?"
"No, for we have no torches, and w.:> do not
know what pitfalls there may be. T h e man knows
the place and could hide where we might never
suspect him to be, and fire upon us from the
dark."
The other bo ys had now come up, and were as
much astonished as Dick and Mark had been at
discovering the hole in the wall, as Mark cal·Jed
it. 'Dhe rocks towered above their beads, and!
were utterly barren of vegetation, being of brown
and yellow sandstone, with here and there a vein
of red running through, looking like blood against
the whiter veins. There were stuJ\w.! ·'-:.rl'>el! «Uld
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hushes here and there, but not on the wall of
rock, and the ground was baked hard and dry by
the fierce sunlight, which beat pitilessly upon it.
The hole in the wall was just about wide
enough for a hone and his rider to enter, but was
not visible at a little ' distance, partly owing to
·t he formation of the ledge and partly to the fact
that it seemed like a darker vein. It was impossible to see to any distance in the hole, everything being in pitch darkness, and the sun not
shining into it at this time of day.
"Well, he's gone into his ·hole in the wall,"
said Dick musingly, "and we can let him stay
there now. We know where he hides now, and
we may smoke him out of his hiding place before he knows it."
"Well, at any rate, he had a narrow escape,"
muttere<l Frank, "for we were hot upon his
track."
"We know the place now," continued Dick, "and
we will come here some time and hunt the rascal
out of it. 'IThis is \vhere Wild Bill and his mysteri-0tts troop hide, no doubt, and once we find
that they have taken refuge in it, we will snare
them so well that they will be glad to come out."
Wild Bill might be the only man in the cave
at that time, and the young captain wished to
be s ure that all of the band were there before
~ attacked it, so as to make sure of getting the
whole of them.
"We will watch the place," remarked Dick, as
they rode on, "and at the very moment that we
lrnow they are all in there, we will get to work
and trap them."
They rode on past the region of rocks and into
a pleasanter district, and here they met three or
four men in backwoods garb , mounted on stocky
p(>nies.
"What's the news, captain?" asked one. "Seen
anything o' that pesky Wild Bill, or any of his
ornery gang?"
"We chased Bill into a hole in bhe wall back
here a bit," Dick answered, satisfied from the
look of the men that they were honest, although
he did not know them.
"You did, hey? Well, some on 'em have been
cuttin' up their old capers round here this mornin', and we're arter 'em. We don't know fur sure
if they're gettin' the Injuns in with 'em or not,
but they're likely to , and we reckon that the
folks hereabouts had better be on their guard."
"Have yo·u seen them this morning?" Dick
asked, interested to know if Wild Bill had been
operating near the region.
"We didn't see 'em so much as know that they
were abo ut. '!'hey killed Sam Rawlin s, over yonder, and hi s \\id.der is in sech a state o' mind
that >·he can't tell much about it yet. We did see
some on ·em hurrying awa y like all possessed,
but we couldn't get within forty rods on 'em."
"We shall have to \\·atch them," declare<l Dick.
"We saw Bill not very long a!?-"o, but h~ foye i~to
a •h ole in the wall, and we did not thmK it wise
to follow."
"No, I reckon it wouldn't, 'cause it would only
be goin' into the bottomless pit, I do believe. Yo~
didn't smell no brimstun, nor see no flames comin' out, did you? Folks say they have, sometimes."
"No, we did not," smiling, "and I think your
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men that said so have been letting their imagination get the best of them."
Then Dick and the boys rode on.
I

CHAPTER IV.-The Horse Without. a Rider.
The boys went on, and shortly turned off into
little more than a bridle path, where the rocks
began to appear again, and then bluffs and walls
of limestone and sandstone. At length, not far
from one of these rough barren spots, the boys
saw steam arising from the ground, apparently,
and they dismounted. Going nearer, they found
that this extended higher than seemed at first,
and then noticed that there was a hole a yard
wide and higher than their heads. Dick lighted
a sulphur match and went in with Mark and
Allan Leigh, the latter trembling somewhat.
"You are not afraid -0f a place like this, Allan?"
asked Dick kindly. "There is nothing to be
afraid of, although it is strange, I must admit."
Before them at a S'hort distance they saw a
pool of water among the rocks from which arose
steam, the fumes of sulphur being strongly perceptible.
"No, I am not afraid, captain," the boy answered. "I don't know what. it is. A sort of
nameless dread passed over me for a moment.
It is gone now. For a time I thought th'at some
dreadful danger threatened. Perhaps the strangenes·s c1f the place caused it. It is singular, is it
not, captain?"
Allan had not been very long with the Liberty
Boys, but was universally liked, being quiet and
undemonstrative, but brave and thoroughly t1ustworthy.
"There are your springs," said Dick. "They
are said to possess great medicinal qualities, but
I must say ohat the place is weird enough, and
it is not to be won<lered at that uneducate<l oersons should call this one of the ways to the bottomless pit. The belief in such a place is strong
in many, even in those who should know better."
They went out, Allan seeming to be greatly
relieved upon reaching the outer air and the
sunlight, although he said nothing. The boys
then mounted and rode away, Dick looking about
him to fix the landmarks so that he would know
the place again. Suddenly, as they neared the
road, they heard a shot, and then the clatter of
hoofs on the hard road. They dashed ahead and
saw a horse without a rider tearing along the
road.
"Hallo! After him!" cried Dick. "Go back a
little, Mark, with one or two of the boys."
Mark took Allan and Frank and rode in the
direction the horse had come, while Dick and
the others rode after the animal. He was a
rough-coated, stock y horse, capable of making
good speed for a time, but with no staying qualities, and Di ck hoped to shortly overtake him.
The horse without a rider dashe<l on, pursue<l by
Dick and the boys, while Mark and the others
rode the other way. On dashed the horse, seeming to go all-the fa ster because they were after
him, but Dick gained on him, nevertheless.
Through the woods and toward the wall of
rock he went like the wind, seeming to have a
settled purpose in view. Reaching the forbidding
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region where the boys had found the hole in be pitfalls on every hand,
and the renegades
the wall, he turned off and clashed straight for could fire upon you from a hundred
secret places.
the strange place. Straight at the rock he ran, I shall find the other entrance
and watch both,
plunged in, and disappeared .
starving the wretches out."
''That is one of Wild Bill's horses," said Dick,
"I reckon I ain't afraid
go where Wild Bill
"and he has been following custom, which has and such fellows can go," toimpatiently
, "an' I'm
grown to be a habit."
goin'. Get stuff fur torches, boys."
The boys halted and dismounted , and Dick lis"Then we will keep
here. Go after the
tened attentively , having a much more acute sense Liberty Boys, Frank. watch
Bring up a score or more
of hearing than the rest.
of them." ~
"There is some one coming," he said at length.
Frank and Allan rode off at a gallop, and then
"Hide vour horses and yourselves, boys. Per- Dick said to Mark:
,
haps Bill is coming. He may have left the cave
"Take some of the boys and go back to the
by some other way."
spri ng, Mark. It is possible
The boys made their horses lie clown behind a way out. Watch it carefully, that it is another
and hold it if you
great mass of rocks, and then concealed them- can."
selves. Then the sound of men coming on at a
Mark saluted and rode away
gallop could be heard, and in a moment or two of the boys, while the settlers with four or five
prepared to enter
rapid !'hots. The clatter of hoofs increased, and the mysterious cave. They
then Dick looked out cautiously. A number of and now they lighted themhad procured torches
and rode into the
men in buckskin and wearing black masks over cave, disappearin g in a moment.
Before long,
their faces were coming on rapidly. Some car- however, they came dashing
ried heavy swords and some had rifles sl ung over faces and trembling limbs, the out with blanched
leader exclaiming :
their shoulders, but all wore buckskin and all
"That there place leads to the infernal regions.
were masked.
It's haunted by the ghosts of murdered men!"
Dick easily recognized Wild Bill, for, having
once seen that form, he could never forget it,.
although the man's face might be mask ed. This,
then, was the mysterious troop of Wild Bill. Dick
signaled to the other boys by imitating the cry CHAPTER V.-Some of the Secrets of the Cave.
of a hawk. The boys understood that they were
"What did you see in there?" asked Dick.
to attack t he Tory and his band, even if they
"I saw dead men hanging about, and ·&keletons
were outnumbere d. Wild Bill and his mysterious
troop drove their horses toward the cave just as on the floor, and heard groans, and smelled sulthe Liberty Boys burst from their place of con- phur and brimstun, and saw blue light>s floating
about," muttered the leader.
cealment. Dick yelled at the Tory:
"And I saw heads floating about without any
"Surrender , or yo u and your men will never
bodies to 'em," said another, in an awed tone,
escape from that cavern alive!"
The masked robbers rode right into the cave "and I smelled fire, and heard shrieks and the
as though si mply going through a gate, and dis- rattling of chains."
Dick now asked for volunteers to enter the
appeared as if swallowed up in the earth. The
moment they disappeared within that mysterious cave with him. All the boys declared themselves
cavern the clatter of hoofs ceased, and all was ready to venture into the cave, but Dick took
silent as the grave. In a short time more hoof- , only Joel, Dave, and Ben Brand, each provided
beats were heard, and then Dick saw a number of with three or four torches. Dave and Ben stuck
mounted men on the road. They would have gone the torches in the.fr musket barrels and held them
on , but Dick sent two of the boys to stop them, well above th eir heads, where they shed a light
on the path ahead, but not on #the boys themand at the same time shouted loudly:
selves. Neither Joel nor Dick held lighted torch"Hallo! Are yo u looking for Wild Bill and his es, but
carried a brace of pistols ready to dismysterious troop?"
charge
Dave Dunham and Ben Brand leaped .i nto the rying a at any moment, Ben and Dave each carpistol r eady to use at an instant's notice.
saddle, and rode after the m en to halt them.
The road into the cave was just wide enough
" \~'bat 's that mu sav?" asked the leader, haltfor a horse and rider, and took a turn a short
i:ng as he heard · the bo.ys shouting.
distance
"Were you chasing Wild Bill and his mysteri- a straightfrom the entrance, when it \\ ent on in
line for so m e len.srth. The ground was
ous troop?" asked Ben.
soft a nd gave out no sou nd as the bo ys walked
"Yes · have you seen 'em go by?"
a long, wh ich accounted for theil' having heard
"They have· not gone by; they have gone into nothin
g once the men were ,, ·ithin the c:ive . Dick
the hole in the wall."
saw a few skeletons lving about, and there we re
"Do tell! Where's that?"
some
"Back there a bit. 1'hey clove right into the shapessnakes, and fa:lther on he saw fantastic
of a natural formation and common in
face of the hill."
limestone ca.Ye::;, being made b y the action of the
"I want to know! I allus did say that Bill was water.
in league with the Old Nick!"
Suddenly he saw gleamfog lights which ><eemed
"Well, Wild Bill and so me of his men are in to float
along, but he readily discovered that they
the cave. We propose to smoke or stan·e them we1·e
lanterns placed on long poles, and moving
out," said Dick.
slowly back and forth. The re he heard a sudden
"Well, I reckon if they could go in there, we click a nd gave a sharp whistle, which
was a sigmight," returned the other.
nal for the boys to fire. Crack! crack!
"I don't see the u se of it," Dick answered. Three or four ~harp reports rang out, crack!
"You don't know the way, it is dark, there may through the strange places in a manner echoing
to terrify
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Two of the lights head, and Dick set out for the sulphur spring

fell suddenly to .t he ground and went out, while Meanwhile, Mark Morrison and the h<>ys with hi~

savage growls were heard, and then other repo1ts.
The boys had stepped quickly aside, and ttie
whistling bullets went far above their heads and
well to one side. The passage was much wider
wbere the boys now were, and it seemed to be
still wider farther on. Retreating footsteps were
heard after the shots, and Dick went on.
''You scoundrels need not think to frighten us
by your childish tricks,'' cried Dick. "If you
don't come out of her.e we will shut you up in
the cave and ·l et you starve. You are an evil lot,
and we are determined to rid the region of you
very shortly."
.
Going on, the torches revealed many ':"eird and
fantastic forms, elfish creatures, half arum&, half
human twisted columns, and many other strange
shapes' all wrought in the limestone by the action of the water. Tb.ere were 'huge stalactites,
white and gleaming, whidh might well be taken
for sheeted specters, and great stalagm1tes that
seemed like grim sentinels guarding the way,
while here and there were poo1s of water reflecting the light of the torches, and dark passages
which seemed to lead to the very center orf the
earth. The footsteps died away, the gleamiI?g
lights disappeared, and all was dark and still
beyond where the boys stood.
"This is ·a wonderful place,'' murmured Dick,
"but it has its dangers other than the presence of
the mysterious troop led by Wild Bill, and I will
not venture farther without more light and a
larger force, with ropes and the means to ,b ridge
some of these chasms. The renegades have retreated and I think we will return."
Seve~l torclies had been consumed, the dry
wooa burning very rapidly, and Dick feared that
they would not have enough to last till they
:reached tbe outer air. The last torch went out,
in fact as they reached the entrance, where they
found the other boys and the settlers anxiously
awaiting their return.
"Was it such •a terrible place, Ben?" asked
Walter Jennings.
"It is a wonderful one, but I must admit it was
a bit spooky at ·the start," was. the reply. "There
were all sorts of strange shapes, and one might
easily imagine he saw anything."
"What do you expect the varmints will do,
captain?" asked one of the settlers. "Try to get
out o' the place?"
'
"I think likely. There may be another entrance
at the sulphur spring, and Lieutenant Morrison
will watch that. When the Liberty Boys come,
I propose to go there, and in the mean.time shall
close up this entrance so that they will be unable
to get out here.''
"That's a good idee; shut the .pesky varmints
up in the place and let 'em starve. We'll help
you do that."
The settlers all set to work at once railing big
·a nd little stones to the entrance, the boys .assisting in the task. Then they set to work walling up the entrance, using as large stones as they
ccmld conveniently handle, and TI.Hing the chinks
with smaller ones, -the ·ba1Ticade rising rapidly
and being as strong as they could make· it. Soon
a.fter the work was finished the Liberty Boys that
ltad b~en sent for came up with Bob at their

had l'€ached the spring, and, dismounting, p:i;oceeded to make a more thorough \investigation of
the place than they had done at thefr first visit.
They had cut a number of pine torches on their
way whi~h would burn longer and give a better
light than the torches that Dick and the others
had. Lighting torch.es, Mark and three of the
ooys entered ~he cavtr where the spring was, and
advanced cautiously, on the watch for pitfalls and
listening attentively. They went past the spring
some littl_e distance when the path suddenly widened, until they could not see the end of it everything being dark and mysterious.
'
"Stay here with a light,'' said Mark to one of
th~ boys, "so that we will be able to see you.
This appears to be another entrance to the cavern, and we must be cautious."
One boy remained behind, therefore, while Mark
~d the others went straight on, seeming to be
m some vast vaulted chamber, the walls of which
they were unable te see. The floor was rough,
and they had to be careful lest they should fall
the boys holding their torches low while Mm·k
hel<l. his above hls head.
"This is undoubtedly a part of the cave" Mark
declared , "for there could hardly be two ~o close
together."
"It certainly must be,'' the ·OO Y~ returned.
"Then there is no need of our going too far in
it, for if Dick and the boys drive those r ascals to
this end, we must be prepared to meet them and
hold the passage ti'll Bob and the ot her fellows
arrive."
They did traverse the great vaulted chamber,
therefore, but returned to where the boy waited
with the light. At that moment Mark thought he
heard something, and listened with the greatest
attention.
"If I had as keen heitring as Dick," he mtittered, "I could probably tell at once what that
sound is. Do you hear anything strange, boys?"
The boys listened attentively, and at length
one of them said:
"It sounds like some one coming through the
cavern."
"Then we'll wait a while. Take the torches
down the pa&Sage so that they won't be seen by
these fellows as they come on. I suppose they
will have torches of their own."
The boys went down the passa!fe, lew.ring Mark
in darkness, listening and watching . for the coming of the renegades. The sounds grew louder
and at last he saw the gleam of lights at som~
distance, probably at the other end of the great
chamber.
"Tihe rascals are riding through the cavern,"
he said, "and are coming right along. We shall
have to show our lights pretby soon. Light all
the torches you oove." .
The boys quickly lighted a dozen torches, and
then, the others being seen mucli p1ainer now,
they came out into the chamber a:nd held them
up, each boy having two or t;hree in his hands.
"Wave your torches, boys,'! he said. "Make
them think there are many more of us."
The boys waved their .torch'es and sent sparks
flying all around, giving the idea of a larger body
than there was. They .did not see the other
lights, and Mark listened to try and determine 'if
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the mysterious renegades were still coming on
or not.
"They may be coming on in the dark, guided
by our lights," he said. "I will have to be ·Sure
• of that."
He could hear nothing, however, nor see the
lights in the chamber, as he had done.
"I don't know if they are stealing up on us or
not," he muttered. "Take the torches back into
the passage again where they cannot be seen, and
I will see what happens."
The boys obeyed, and all was dark again. The
other torches did not reappear, and all was as
still as. the tomb in the mysterious cavern.

CHAPTER VI.-Follo wing a Mysterious Troop.
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They pushed on, making one or two turns, and
at last came suddenly out into bright sunlight.
They were in a deep glade, a winding path leading up to the top, where there was a'n open wood
into which the sun shone brightly, a little stream
running through it, ·b rilliant wild flowers g:i·owing
in great profusion, and birds flittin g from tree to
tree. The air seemed much warmer after being
in the cavern, but it was not oppressive.
"Well,. we are out of that place at last," dec!arerl Dick. "Now, where are Wild Bill and his
•
mysterious troop?"
The trail was plainly visible for a time but
then it went into the stream, and did not 'seem
to go out.
"The despera\:!oes have no doubt a good start
of us," observed Dick, "and we might not be able
to come up with them before dark, not knowing
th e region as well as they do. We can rest for
a time, I think."
The boys had brought .a suppl y of food with
them, not knowing how long they might be on
the road, and they dismC>1mte<l, let their horses
graze, and ate their dinners, some of them ](eeping a. watch le·st the renegades might attempt t.o
surprise 1Jhem. After their dinner the boys continued in pursuit of Wild Bill and his mysterious
troop, the trail being easily followed for some
time. and tll.en stooping suddenly at a stream
which it entered. They could see no sign of it
on the e>ther side, and Dick did not want to divide his forces, half of which he <lid not deem
strong enough to attack the renegades.
"We might divide, and then whoever found the
ruffians could send back to the other to come up
and both would attack Bill," suggested B-Ob. "W~
may not h'ave to go very far, either of ns."
"That might do," replied Dick, "and we will do
it, for a time, at an events."
Then Dick went up the stream with half the
party, and Bob went clown with the other half,
both leaving boy.s at intervals to sig nal back to
the rest in case the renegades were found. In
about ten minutes Bob found a place where the
retreating troop had come out of the creek and
gone on toward the hills. He at once sent some
boys to bring up the rest and to notify Dick,
picking out Mark and the swiftest r iders for that
purpose. Bob t hen went on at moderate speed,
the res t joining him as fast as they could.

Dick, Bob and the score and more .o f Liberty
Boys rode rapidly, not knowing how soon Mark
might want them, and at last reached the spring.
Here they found Mark and his boys greatly puzzled at the non-ap pearance of the. reneg ades.
Mark told Dick how they had seen the men coming on, and how the torches had suddenly gone
out, and all had become still in the cavern.
"We will have to investigate," observed Dick
thoughtfully.
Then he took a dozen of his party and entered
the cavern, riding on as far as the great chamber,
where he halted and ·1istened attentively.
"I certainly do not see anything," he said. "I
suppose I could hear them if they were coming
on in any numbers. Go back and get the rest,"
.to one of the boys, "and plenty of torches."
He was joined at length by all the boys at
the entrance, all carrying lighted torches, with
extra ones to use when the first should give out.
Then they all set out to cross the great chamber,
the torches giving only a partial idea of 'its grandeur. The road was fairly good for 'boys that
were used to all sorts of travel, and they went
on at good speed, Dick, Bob and Mark in the
l ead. It was ne>t a mile across the chamber, as
Mark had said, but it was a fairly good distance,
the vaulted dome greatly towering a s they reached t he opposite sid e. They could see dark passages leading off from the chamber, and by the
iight of the torches Dick saw where the troop
had turned off, the floor being sandy and leaving
a good trail.
"There is another wav out," he said, "and these
fellows have taken it, believing that Mark had a
CHAPTER VIL-Tricking the Renegades.
large force ready to meet them."
"They have not gone back to where you saw
Dick had stopperl at the e nd of ten minutes, .
them dash into the cave, have they?" asked Bob.
seeing no trace of Wild Bill, and intendincr to
"No; and they may know that it would do them wait for word from Bob before returnin g . Then
no good. This is an entirely different path. he saw a signal from a bit of rising ground,
Well, if they could take it, so could ·we ."
which he knew was from the lieutenant. One of
He led the way, the1 efore, and the boys rode the boys had ascended a tall tree a nd was waving
on, soon entering a passage where not more than a branch, a signal often made use of by the boys.
two could ride abreast. The smoke of torches on Dick answered it by building a fi re which made
the side wall, as well as the hoofprints in the · a dense white smoke, which was allowed to burn
sand, showed Dick that they were on the right for a few minutes, two of the boys remaining te>
road, and they went on at a fairly good speed, put it out, while the rest hurried on.
In less than half an hour from the time Bob
not being able to urge their hors~ s as they might
have done in a wider passage, or with more had picked up the trail of the masked renegades
light. At last the path began to ascend quite they were all hurryi ng after Wild Bill. determined
sharply, and there seemed to he light ahead of to catch him or run hjm to <'Over. The trail was
plain, and it was quite evident that Bill had no
them, although it was no t bright.

.
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notion of concealing it. Through the open woods,
across a little stream and toward the hills it led,
and at length into a wilder country than any they
had yet seen.
"We have been going in somewhat a circular
track," said Dick at last, "and we are not so far
from our camp, not more than five miles, as I
make it out, so that if we do not find the renegade before dark ·we can make our way back."
The hitls were steep, the pass was rugged, and
the wo.ods were thick, when at last Dick halted
suddenly and said:
''Tl1ere are signs of Indians on all sides, and
we must be cautious."
Then he and Bob went ahead with considerable
calltion, .and in five minutes paused, hearing suspicious sounds a:head of them. Dick went on
alone, and shortly came to the outer edge of a
considerable Ind:i:an camp. There were a dozen
or more white men with them, ·a nd Dick recognized Wild Bill, and ill another moment a still
more terrible person, no less than Simon Girty,
the i·enegade.
"If Girty is with the Indians, it means danger
for the whites,'' he said to himself. "We must
g·et back to the camp without delay and warn the
settlers at the fort."
Then he crept away without bcing discovered,
and said to Bob :
"There is a large detachment of Indians ahead,
just how large I do n<Jt know, an<l Simon Girty
is with them, as well as Bill. This means an
attack on the fort, I am certain, and we must
return without delay."
The boys then hurried back to the others, and
all set out ·at once for the camp, Dick knowing
lhe general direction, and knov,ring also that his
journey lay through a wild country.
"It will be just as hard traveling for them as
for us," he said, "and if they go around, it will
take them all the longer, so we will really gain by
going straight across."
.
They did so, finding some sort of a forest trail
and reaching· the camp before sunset. Dick at
onee went to the sto.re and tavern, and saw Holden \/'falling, and some others, and told them
wh~t he had seen, and of his fears.
"Well, captain, if you've seen Sime Girty," declared Holden, "there ain't any doubt that it
means trouble for tj1e settlement. We haven't a
big force of men here, an' we'll be grateful for
all the help that you boys can give us."
"We will give you all in our power, Mr. Holden,'' Dick r eplied. "I do not kn~w j~st ~hen
the attack will take place, but I belleve it will be
no later than the morning. Wild Bill will doubtless take part in it, as he is the same sort of man
as Simon Girty although not so well knowi1. No
doubt he expected to meet Girty, and thought to
lea-cl us astray so we would not be here to aid
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had calculated, and no risks must be taken. Dick
rode back to the camp immediately after giving
the alarm, arriving while the boys were at supper.
"We will move our camp this evening," he said.
"You had better all get a good rest, for we will
probably have a good deal to do to-morrow, and
perhaps before that."
After dark the Liberty BOY'S moved their camp,
Bob superintending the work, while Dick and a
few of the boys rode off in the direction of the
camp of the Indians to reconnoiter. They did
not know but that the redskins might be making
a move that night, and Dick wished to be sure of
it. They had gone some little distance when Dick
halted and listened attentively. The boys with
him could hear nothing, but Dick's hearing was
especially acute just now, and he was sure that
he heard some one coming on through the woods.
"Wait a ·few minutes, boys," he said, and then
he went on alone, dismounting at length, and
hurrying forward in the dark. ·
Hjs ear was n ot deceived, for he presently heard
voices very diRtinctly, some of them being those
of Indians. He stole fo1ward and saw a number
of men gathered in a little glade where the moonlight shone brightly, and among them he recognized Wild Bill and some of his men.
"The pesky young rebels have closed up one
end of the cave and it is no good to us," Bill said,
with a snarl like that of a wild beast.
"Then we've got to shut them up!" growled another of the band, not masked at the moment, as
was Bill.
"We will, we'll go on to their camp, fall upon
them, and wipe them out!" muttered Bill. "Go
and gst more lnjuns."
Dick stole away and hunied back to the boys.
"Wild Bill •and a number of Indians are going
to our camp," he said. '·They are going to wipe
us out."
"If we stay there." laughed Ben Spurlock.
"\Ve must go back and prepare the place for
them,'' return'ed Dick, "and then let them wipe
out the camp. I could have shot Bill easily, but
I do no murder. If we meet the man. in fair fight
and he is killed, that is all right, but I will do
no cowardly act like shooting a man down fr.om
ambush."
"Y<Ju would not, but they would fast enough
captain," said · Harry Thurber tersely.
'
"Wild Bill is no model for the Liberty Boys
Harry,'' replied the young patriot.
'
The boys then hurried on to the deserted camp.
Here the fires were still burning the boys replenishing them at Dick's orders. at' the same time
putting up a number of rude shacks in a hurry.
Then they made s~veral figures to resemble boys,
and placed them m front of the fires. some sitting and some lying down, a few being placed
among the trees.
•
)OU."
"The redskins will see these and come on more
"I sh<>ukln't wonder if he did, but I reckon he
cautiously," Dick declared, "and then, seeing evdonno just how cute you boys are."
"Pe:r.ib:a.ps not ; but the more he sees of us, the erything all quiet, will suddenly burst upon the
more he will know of us. We will camp here camp."
"Only to find that they are fooled, and the exto··nigh<t and then go into the fort if needs 'be."
There' were about twenty-five log cabins in the pected victims ar'e nowhere about." said Ben.
All their preparations having ·been made, ·the
settlement besides a stockaded blockhouse, the
latter being the fort, and the women and chil- boys went away to the woods adjoining the camp
dren were ordered into this at once, as the In- and waited . The moon shone on the river, and
dians nLight attack the place earlier than Dick ·a ll was calm and peaceful, with no sign of the
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fearful deeds that were to be enacted in the neighborhood within a few hours. After a time Dick
1istened attentively, and then said:
"They are coming, but it will be some little
time before they will be here. Be ready to hurry
along the river in the shadow of the trees, and
m<>ke your way to the road."
At length the boys co~d hear what Dick had
heard some time before, and they remained still.
They could see the camp from where they lay
concealed, and there was no need of going any
closer. The y saw plumed and half-naked figures
stealing in and out among the trees, and at
length heard a chorus of wild yells, and saw half
a ·h undred fierce savages and a number of whites
<lash upon the supposed sleeping camp. Rifles
and muskets rattled and banged, fierce yells
resounded on all sides, and flames rose as the
shacks were thrown upon the fire. Then a howl
of bitter disappointment arose as the Indians
realized how they had been fooled. Dick had already given the signal, and the boys were moving rapidly along the river toward the road, leading their horses. Then Dkk, who was the last
to leave, hea·r d W·ild Bill exclaim in a hoarse
voice:
"The pesky rebels are hiding somewhere in
this vicinity to see how we are fooled. Find and
kill them!"
The Indians began to run hither and thither in
great excitement, anywhere but in the right direction. The boys hurried on and reached the
road, Dick following. Then the moon suddenly
revealed him and the last of the boys.
"There they are! After them!" yelled Bill.
The Indians came hurrying forward on foot,
expecting to scalp the daring lads.
"l<1re, and mom:it and away!" cried· Dick.
Cmckl crack! crack! A rattle of musk.etry
followed the command, and then the boys mounted
hastily and dashed away at full speed. A number
of redskins had fallen, and now the survivors
~.ent a shower of arrows and bullets after the
plucky boys. No damage was done, for the boys
were already going like the wind, and were out
of cbanger.
Hoarse cries arose as the Indians and renegades
i::nn for their horses, which they should have done
hrat, and prepared to follow the undaunted boys.
The boys were far ahead, however, and now cries
wE>re heard from the settlers of the neighborhood, as they came out to meet the Indians and
t,;1ei r white allies. From hedges ·and bushes and
from rude walls they poured a galling fire upon
t 1te. l"edskins, and the latter quickly withdrew, bewad mg the loss of more of their men. T•h en the
hoy.> rode on rapidly, and at length reached the
c: nn, where Dick advised the greater part of
t]· , boys to go into the stockade.
'{ h:v .m~y n.ot make the attack to-night," he
:-:\.<.. ·but it will be ,a s well to be prepared for
an emPrgency. "
. ·n·~ boys obeyed, all 'but about ·a score going
! nto the stockade, the others remaining in camp
' '"''.;dde, and keeping a sharp w;oi.tch for prowling
l~utans and renegades. Tbe night passed withou t
~Ja;:m, _how~ver, and_ in the morning, aft.er b:reaktia.sv, Dick set out with the boys to reconnoiter. _
"Keep a str:ct lookou t, boy ~," he said.
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CHAPTER VIII.-The At.tack on the Fort.
Dick and his boys rode on toward the Indian
camp, keeping a strict lookout, for the enemy
might be coming even at that moment, or be
hidden in ambush at any dark place in the path.
The boys were about to enter a deep wood on
the way when Dick noticed the bushes stir, although there was no ·wind. He knew at once
that there was an ambush prepared for him and
the boys, and gave the signal to withdraw without delay. The boy;s at once fell back, when the
Indians came ~shing out, hoiping yet to get the
better of the daring young patriots.
"Fire!" cried Dick.
Crash-roar! A rattling volley answered the
command, and a number of the Indians were laid
low, the rest setting up a wail. Then a number
of white men, led by Girty and Wild Bill; came
running out, but the boys were mounted and rode
away in haste. A regular horde of Indians now
burst from the wood, and a cloud of arrows flew
after the boys. Suddenly Allan Leigh fell forward on his horse, and if Sam, who was near,
had not caught him, he would have fallen from
his saddle. Tbere was an arrow sticking in the
boy's side, and blood flowed from the wound.
Sam SUll'J>Orted the boy till they were safe from
the Indians , and then signaled to Dick, who rode
up.
'ql\That is it, Sam?" the young captain asked,
but he knew too well as soon as his glance fell
upon the boy.
·
·
Sam moved his lips, but uttered no words.
"Take him from his horse, Sam· I will support him."
'
Sam dismounted, and then lifted the wounded
boy from his saddle, and laid him on the ground.
The boys dismounted, there being no sign of
the redskins coming on at the moment. The
arrow was withdrawn, ,and Dick tried to dress the
wound, but the boy's strength was fast failing
and he knew it would be useless.
'
"lt',s no use, captain," said Allan. "I had my
war~ing yester?:a-Y· I knew that I was shortly
to die. You will not let me fall into the hands
of the Indians ? "
"No, we will not."
. "If you cannot get me to the camp, hide me
m the woods where I oa.n die in peace " the boy
~d~~~
'
" "';'e wil~ .not leave y<>u, Allan," said Dick.
MaKe a htter, boys, and hasten on as rapi dl y
as you can."
The boys rapidly broke pine branches to fonn
a litter, and four of them lifted the boy tenderly
when he was placed upon it, and went on as l'apidly as they could, the others following and k.eeping a lookout for the Indians. These were presently seen coming, the boys falling back, but being on the alert everv moment, the boys with
the litter going on. Dick and his boys fell back,
~mt kept up a rattling .fire upc>n the enemy, hopmg thus te attract the attention of those at the

fort.

At length a considerable 'body of the Liberty>
Boys came on and held the enemy in check while
~hcs e bearing the wounded boy kept on as rapidly as they could. Some of the settle-rs came out
and helped Dick and 'his brave ·b oys, thus giving
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the bearers more time. The boys and the settlers were forced to fall .back at length, but not
until Allan was safely within the stockade.
"Thank you, boys," he murmured faintly, as
they bore him toward the blockhouse. · "The Indrans will not get me here, and I can die in peace.
The captain is safe ?"
"He is coming, he and the other boys," answered Sam. "But you may live yet, Allan. Don't
give up, old man ."
Sam's own heart was swelling with grief, for
he had liked the boy, but he would not show what
ihe felt, and smiled at the boy.
·
"No, no, Sam; my time is almost up," Allan
whispered. "Set me down here and let me look
upon the blue sky, and see the gl•ad sunshine, and
feel the cool breeze o.n my cheek before I die.
You will send for the captain?"
"Ye!'\, he is coming," said Sam, as they rested
the ·litter on the ground and slig-htly raised the
boy's head by putting a coat under it.
They made him as comfortable as they could,
and at length Dick came in and went at once to
the dying boy's side.
"I~ that you , captain?" Allan asked faintly, as
Dick knelt beside him and took his cold hand.
"Yes, Allal'). Do you feel comfortable?"
"Yes, captain.
I live too far from here to
ta.Me me home, so will you see that I am buried in
a pleasant place beside the river?"
"Yes, Allan."
"And mark my grave so that perhaps some day
some of my p~mle may come and see where I
was laid to rest?"
"Yes, we will do that," and Dick smoothed the
bo:v·~ forehead and gently bru·s hed back his :tuir
•hair.
"Will · you put the flag over me. captain?" the
boy asked, morn faintly than ever.
Dirk g-ave a sir-nal, and some of the hoys
brou<>;ht the flag and laid it across All<in's hr1>ast.
"Thank yon . rapt::iin. J have always obeyed orders, and tried to clo my duty."
"You have clone it, Allan, always."
"And if our cause triumphs, then I have not
died in vain?"
"No, you have not, for you have done your best
always in a noble cause."
"You believe it \\rill prosper, captain?"
"Yes; I am sure of it."
"Then I shall die satisfied, captain. Say goodby to all the Liberty Boys for me. Liberty!" and
•h e sank back on the litter and closed his eyes.
Dick held his hand for some time, and then
laid it on hi~ breast and had the boys move him
to a spOlt where the sun did not shine so bright.
At last they took him into the blockhouse, for
t.be scouts said that the Indians we1-e corning.
Two of the boys watched beside him for half an
h-0ur, when he' passed away in sleep, awakening
in a l>etter world.
.
The boys all keenly felt his loss, but there was
little time for grief now, as the Indians were
advancinO' in great numbers, and the settle1·s
were <i 11 in the stockade, ready to defend it with
~heir lives.
There had been skirmishing outside
the stockade, hut now the redskins came on in
too great force, and the gates were closed, and
the men and boys placed themselves behind them
s.nd in the blockhouse, ready to defend them both
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bravely. Then Girty came ' forward with a flag
and demanded the surrender of the fort.
"You get out o' here, Sime Girty, just as soon
as you kin take your pesky carcass away!" answered Holden, "for if you're here in another
minute you'll be riddled with bullets, flag or no
flag! ·You never was a an to respect a flag, and
we w-0n'it; so get out!"
Girty retired, and the Indians prepa1ed to attack the blockh-0use. The Liberty Boys on their
side made equal preparations to defend it. The
women and children were all in the blockhouse,
the log cabins having been deserted, and now the
enemy took post in the nearest, and opened fire
upon the stockade. Dick went to the leader of
the settlers and said:
"I think we can drive those fellows out if we
make a dash -at them, and I am willing to take
my Liberty Boys and make the attempt. The
Indians are scattered about and are not at all at
the cabin, and I believe if a sudden attack were
made those red rascals could be driven out before the 1others knew what we were about." _
"I shouldn't w-0nder if they could, captain. It's
a risky piece of business, but we don't want those
varmints there, that's a sure thing."
"No. we do not, and we are willing to make the
attempt if you are ready to give your consent."
"Go ahead, if you think you can succeed, captain, and we will give you all the help we can."
"We may not need it," was the reply. "\Ve will
make a suclden attack when the red imps are not
expecting us. and do our best to drive them away
from the cabi n."
·
"All ri g ht, captain; clo the best you can."
Dick g'ot all the boys together, and, at a time
when the air was full of smoke, and the renegades and Jndians were scattered over the open
space in front of the stockade, the gates were
suddenly opened, and out dashed the gallant briys
in full force. They kept quiet till they reached
the cabin where the Indians had taken refuge, an rl
then suddenly ,shouted their battle cri-, charging
full upon the place.
The front doors were broken down, and the
boys poured in a volley at doors and wind<;>ws,
and dismounting, rushed inside. The Indians
we.;e not expecting this, and they heat a hasty
retreat when they saw their braves begin to fall
all about them. The gallant boys rushed through
the cabin, scattering them in all di:·ections, pourinO' a hot volley upon them and laymg many low.
The Indians tied precipitately, and it was not
known at once that the boys had seized the cabin.
It would not be possible to hold this against so
many however and the boys quickly made their
way back to the stockade,· satisfied with having
done as much as they had.
The redskins returned with a larger force, expecting to slaughter the brave lads, hut founrl
no one in the cabin, and set it on fire fe>r suite,
thus depriving themselves of a position from
which they might have annoyed the settler;;.
They now came rushing up in great numbers b
beat down the Lstockade, but were met in a de·terminecl manner by the settlers and the;r y0~1n1;
allies. who poured a steady fire upon. them. GHty
and the renegades kept at a safe distance, ur~
ing the Indians on_, but the latter beg:an to grow
discouraged at losmg so many of their men, and
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withdrew for a time, probably to form some plan
for the subdection of the blockhouse.
During the interim the Liberty Boys cleaned
and reloaded their muskets a nd pistols, tha t they
mig<h.t not b~ome clog.ged from too frequent use,
the settlers moulding fresh bullets and r eloading
their muskets and shotguns so as to be ready for
the enemy when next they came on. It was
about noon when the Indians fell backl .and while
th ey were gone the people in the bloc1rnouse had
their dinners, some one being on guard in the
meantime to prevent their being surprised. There
was water in plenty in the stockade, and provisions enough to supp'ly every one, so there was
no suffering, and, as they had a goodl y supply of
ammunition, they fe\t encouraged so long a s they
had the gallant boys to aid them fight the Indians.
At two o'clock the Indian s r eturned, occupying
the cabins nearest the stockade from which to
pour a fire upon the fort. For a time they confined their efforts to firing from the cabins, but
at length they came on with, a rush, and endeavored to force the gates of the stockade. Dick
Slater saw them coming, and said, gathering half
h~s boys in front of the gate:
"Now, then, boys, get r eady for these red demons, and giv-e them a hot reception. They are
going to try and force the gates, but they must
not be allowed to reach them."
On came rthe redskins with a chorus of bloodcurdling y~Ils , which were answ:ered by a stirring
cheer from the plucky boys.
"Liberty forever!" they shouted. "Down with
the red rascals! Scatter the renegades!"
"Fire!" s·h outed Dick, as the Indians came on.
"Down with the Indians! Don't let them reach
the gates !"
Crash-roar!
A tremendous volley echoed
Dick's words, and when the smoke cleared away
many of the reds were seen to have fallen. Then
the settlers forced the rest b.ack with another
volley, and they fled to the shelter of the cabins,
not caring to again face such a fi erce fire. The
boys reloaded hastily, so as to be ready to meet
them if they happened to change their minds.
They did not, 'h owever, leaving their dead lying
on the g round, fearing to go after them. Wherever the daring boys saw a chance to knock over
an Indian, they did no·t neglect it, and the wily
reds grew more and more wary, knowing how
skillfllll the brave fellows· were with musket and
pistol.
"It is not going to be such an eas y matter to
force the fort as Simon Girty and Wild Bill ima gined," sputtered Bob at length~ "The Indians
don't J.ike being shot down in this wholesale fashion, and they are growing more and moi·e cautious."
"The renegades· are not taking any risks, either," muttered Mark, "and they seem to be just as
careful not to expose themselves as the Indians
are."
"Simon Girty knows that he is a marked man,"
d.ecl'ared Dick, "and, although he is not lacking in
courage, will take no unnecessary risk."
The fight went on with a deal' of caution on the
part of the Indians, and dogged patienee on that
of the settlers. The fighting continued until dark,
but did not cease altor;ether at that time. Dick
Sl·a ter, keeping a watch upon them, at length saw
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that they were about to do something, and watched them still closer. A number of them weJre,
dragging something toward the stockade, halting when within s~y yar ds of it. They had
taken a hollow maple log, bound it with chains,
and filled it wtfih powder and stones, pieces of
iron, and o4iheT missiles, and were now about to
discharge it at the fort.
"The reds ·h ave got a piece of artillery," said!
Dick to some of the settlers. "But I am afraid:
it will do more damage to them than to us."
"Well, serve 'em right if it do es !" sputtered
Eph.
At last there was a tongue of flame from the
novel cannon, and then a thunderous r eport. The
g un burst into a thousand fragments, scattering
the projectiles in all directions, killing severa]
Indians, but not injuring a sing le -picket of the
stockade. A cheer went up from t he fort a s its
defenders witnessed this s ignal fail ur e of the
enemy's artillery, and the experiment was not
r epeated.. The fighting then cea sed fo T the night)
and the Indians an<l renegades r etir{!tl.

CHAPTER IX.-Following th e , ·,d tt_t.lors.
The body of Ahlan Leigh lay on the litter in a
little room in the fort, wrapped in the fl ag , the
face covered with a white handkerchief . When
the fighting ceased, Dick and a few of the boys
went into the room and dispose<l th e re mains for
burial. Then it was brought out into the open,
and all the Liberty Boys gat hered ab out wi th
uncovered heads and' downcast eyes, while Dick
read the burial service for th e dead.
There were few dry eyes, for th e boy had been
a general favorite, and even t he settlers were
moved by the devotion which the boys showed
their dead comratle. Very late, wh en all was still
and there were no signs of Indian s anywhere
about, Dick, Bob, Mark and a dozen of the boy's
closest friends, made their way .to th e river with
the remains, a number following wit h picks and
spades. The solemn procession was not interfered with, for the Indfans and r enegades had
g one and the boys made their wa y rapidly and
silently to the river. Here a grave was dug in a
quiet spot, and the boy was laid a wa y, in full
uniform , with his musket by his side, Dick reciting a prayer as the earth was th rown into the
grave. Then they returne<l sadly to the fort,
seeing or meeting n<> one.
"Poor boy!" said Bob. "'We h ave given him all
the honors we could, as he di d all that. he could
while he was alive."
"He has given his life for his country," replied
Dick, "and some day it will be req uited to those
who come after by the blessings of ind'e pendence."
"And if he kn<>ws, he will be satisfied," murmured Mark.
The Indians and renegades had not left the
region entirely, although they were not near the
fort, and the boys had not seen them, and at four
in the morning and again later, Feinforeements
for the settlers arrived, and the enemy retired
still farther into the forest. Dick Slater and the
Libe r ty Boys had alread y chased Wild Bill and
his mysterious troop, and now that the block-
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house and station were once more safe, they determined to pursue the renegade still farthei· and
to drive him from the district.
With the arrival of the r~nforcements and the
·a pparent disappearance of the Indians and renegades, the people began to return to their houses
and to rebuild th<>se which had been destroyed.
Dick was not satisfied that the Indians had entirely gone, and determined to have a sear~h for
them so as to be sure. He cautioned the setblers
and. partic:i1al"ly the. women and young girls'.
agamst gomg any distance from the cabins, as
he feared the redskins mii;ht still be lurking
ah<>ut although none had been seen since the
evening before. As Dick was setting out with
Bob and a dozen of the Liberty Bovs to look for
traces of the Indians, he saw Holden, and said:
"You have warned the womep anrl young girls
not to goo from the blockhouse . I suupose?"
"Well, yes, I did, but I donno where my own
girls is, and thev oui;ht to be told as well
the
rest on 'em . . They're careless. and they don't
think half the time what might happen."
"Do you think they have gone away anywhere?" Dick a sked.
"Well, I donno; maybe they have. If you ~ee
them in the woods, send 'em back home, wi,[J you,
captain?"
"Yes. of course. What are their names?"
"Phebe and Lottie Holden. They look just
about an age, but Phebe is a year an' more
older'n Lottie."
"How wo.uld they g-0--0n foot or on horseback?"
"vVell , I donno as theY'd go either way. They
go in a canoe so metimes, an' a s I didn 't see 'em,
I couldn't tell which wa y they did go; but if you
see 'em, send 'em back."
"All right, we will do so," and then Dick and
the boys set out.
"You would think that they would know better
than to go out right after our l)aving trouble with
the Indians," muttered Bob; "but some of these·
girls don't seem to have any sense."
"They may have gone only a short distance,
Bob," replied Dick, "so don't let's condemn them
till we find out."
, "All right; but I wonder tha:t they went out at
all."
The boys went toward th e river, and were riding along the bank, lO{)king up and down, when
s uddenl y they espied two girls in a canoe coming
arou nd a wooded point.
"TheTe they are now," said Dick.
"Yes; we'd better- Jove! and there's some
one else!" ejaculated Bob.
Another canoe, conta ininv three or four Indian s, was suddenly seen to sh<>ot around th e po int
and make for the first.
"Quick! we may save them yet!" cried Dick.
The bovs clashed ahead. but were too late. Not
only did the Indians sudd enl y seize the g ir ls and
take them to shore, but in another moment Wild
Bhll, the renegade, and a dozen of his men dashed out, hurled the Indians aside and into the river,
leaped upon their horses, taking the girls with
them, and rode away.
"Hurry back, Sam, and get the Liberty Boys!"
hissed Dick. "Forward, and keep on the trail of
these ruffians! "
Then Dick and Bob and the rest of the h<>ys
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set off a t a gallop after the renegades. Wild
Bill laughed, waved his coonskin cap at Dick,
and dashed down the road like the wind. Had it
been a question of Dick alone, the young patriot could have overtaken the ruffian without
trouble, but the others could not ride as fast as
Dick could, and of course he could not attack the
ruffians single-handed.
"A stern chase is a long one," Dick said, "and
if the renegades get aw ay from me now, that is
not to say we will not overtake them in the

end."

Wild Bill and his men disappeared around a
bend in the road, Dick and the rest after them
hot foot. Around the bend they saw nothing of
the men, and there was a straight stretch of road
for a quarter of a mile ahead of them.
"They have gone into the woods, or down some
little lane," said Dick. "They could not have
gotten out of sight so soon otherwise."
"Look out for an ambush, Dick!" cautioned
Bob.
"All right. Ah, I see whe1·e they went. Keep
to the farther side of the road, bo ys, and look
out for yourselves."
Dick sa\\· the tracks of the renegades suddenly
turn down a narrow lane, and he sent the bo ys
to the farther side of the road in order to avoid
an ambush in case they ma<le too short a tum .
Then, a s he neared the iane. he fired two or three
rapid shots and, hearing noth ing, went on. There
was no one in sig-ht in the lane, and he entered
fearlessly, the others following, and then all going on at a gallop. The lane wound about, and
was bordered on both sides by thick trees, and
thev could see no one, but Dick was on t he lookout" for an ambush, and would know the si~n s in
a mom ent. The trail led along the lane for a
di stance, but then it narrowed to a mere b1~rlle
path, and here the trail present] ~; left it. The
renegades had taken to the woods.
The trail was easily followed, h owever, but
Dick left marks by which the boys following
could ~ll which way he had gon~. Then they
went on a t an easy pace, as Dick intended to
make a t horough job of the pursuit of the i·eI1egades, and wi shed to have all the boys with him.
Those he had sent would bring up th~ boys in
haste, he knew, and \Vile! Bill must res t some
time so that even if he halted himself he must
eve ntu ally come up with the ruffian.
"I dgn't care if it takes days," he said to Bob.
"I mean to catch the fclloK or drive him out of
the region , and to rescue the two g irl s, and I
don't care how long it takes."
"When we make up our minds to do danything,
we do it," returned Bob, "and this Wild Bill will
find it out.".
The boys went on at the same gait, and at
length Dick found the trail getting fresher as if
he were approaching the enemy, and went on
alone cautjously. He pre sently dismounted and
left Major, hi s black Arabian, in a ' clwnp of
bushes, going ahead with still more caution, not
knowing when he might come upon the enemy.
At length he came to the edge of a deep glade
where th e trees grew thick and cast a deep shade
all around, and here h e saw two score men in
buckskin gathered about, talking in low tones,
while not far away was a rude shack in which
Dick had no doubt the girls had been placed.
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Some of the men were masked, and some were
not, 'but Dick had no difficulty in making out Wild
Bill although he was masked. He could not hear
wh~t the men were talking about, a s th~y spoke
in such low tones, and he did not dare to go any
nearer, 'but he knew that it must be something
important from their earnest manner. He was
not certain that the two girls were in the shack,
and he had a great desire to get around to it so
as to make certain, but this he knew would be a
He began working around
difficult matter.
through the bushes on the edge of the glade,
making every move with the greatest care, for
the sudden snapping of a twig, the flying back of
a branch, or a moment's exposure of himself
might mean the defeat of his plans. Dick Slater
wa s accustomed to such sort of work, however,
having had experience wit h the Indians, and he
went on rapidly and cautiously, making his way
little by little toward the shack.
This was not very close to the edge of the
camp, and he could not approach it even in the
rear without being seen, but he thought that he
might get a chance to look in from a different
point than the one he first held. There was a
man sitting in front of it smoking a pipe, and
as Dick went on he heard some one cough inside
as though the pipe s moke was offensive. Then he
saw a young girl come to the front of the shack
and heard her say, in an impatient tone:
"If you do have to run away with us, you
don't have to smoke your nasty pipe right in
front of us. I wish you'd go farther off with it."
"Huh! I reckon you'll have to get used to that
when you come to live steady with the man what
Bill has picked out for you!" growled the man,
going on with his smoking.
Then another young girl came forward and
said:
"vVe are not going to marry any man that Bill
picks out for us, so make up your mind to that.
As soon as they miss us, they will come after us,
and I don't know that they are not on the way at
this very .moment, and you brutes had better look
·
out for yourselves!"
The man laughed, and Wild Bill said with a
snort:
"You don't need to sit so close, Jim. They
can't get away while we're watching them."
The man shifted his position a little, and the
girls went back into the shack where Dick could
'
not see them.
"They are there, all right," he muttered, "and
now to get back and wait till the boys come up.
Then we will attack the wretches and get the girls
out of their clutch es."
He crept awa y as cautiou sly as he had come
up, and was not de t ected, although it seemed at
times as if the m en were looking directly at ·him.
The renegades seemed to have no intention of
leaving the place immediately, and Dick judged
that he would have plenty of time, although qe
wasted none in g e tting away from the glade.
R eaching the spot where he had left MaJor, he
mounted and rode off, taking care to make no
ex tra noise ·which might arou se t he renegades and
Indians. The boys were greatl y interested to
know that Dick had discovered the band of Wild
Bill and found t he g ir ls, an d wer e ea.g er t o g o on
at once an<l atta ck them, but of course t hey were
willing to be guided by D ick.
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"There are not enough of us, of course," said
Bob, "for even if we surprised them and got the
girls away, it would be doubtfUJl if we could keep
them against such odds; so I think, with you,
Dick, that we had better wait till the other boys
come up."
It was nearly an hour 'before the boy·s sent
back by Dick to watch for the main body saw
them approaching, cautioning them not to make
too much noise in advancing. When they reached
Dick and the rest, the young captain decided to
go on immediately, and took an advance guard of
thirty or forty boys, the remainder to follow close
behind. On they went, as rapidly as possible, and
with very little noise, but when they reached the
glade where Dick had seen Wild Bill and his men,
there was not a sign of them .to be seen.
"Well, they have gone on, and all we have to
do is to go after them," said Dick.

CHAPTER X.-A Determined Pursuit.
The mysterious renegades had gone on, but
Dick was resolved to pursue them, and now that
he had all the Liberty Boy-s with him, 'h e did not
fear th e result as he had done when he had so
few. The trail led out of the glade and toward
the wilderness, but Dick was not afraid to follow
it, having once made up his mind to do so.
"I don't know how far these renegades intend
to go," he said to the boys, "'but I shall follow
until I get the girls away from them, if it takes
us right into the Indian country. We know these
_Ohio 1:egion _reds, .and we know Simon Girty and
men hke Wild Bill, so we koow just what we
are attempting."
"And we are not going to stop, for all that!"
muttered Bob.
"No, we are not," continued Dick, and all the
boys looked ready to follow wherever he led.
They kept on as rapidly as possible, but now
and then lost the trail and took some time to
pick it up, on account of the roughness of the
way and the presence of streams along which the
men made their way, sometimes up and then
down, so that there was no rule which the boys
might follow. It was evening before Dick, who
was ahead, came 1~wn the renegades in a sort of
natural fortress wne1·e there were rocks all about
the pass to the place being narrow and guarded
by a number of men.
"They must be afraid that we are following"
he said, "and that is why they have chosen 'a
place like this."
Going back, he told Bob where the renegades
were, and added:
"It will be some trouble to ge t in to the pass,
and only a f e w can do so at once, and before we
could ge t f a r the rascals would be upon us. It
would alm ost seem a s if the y kn ew that we were
after th em."
"Perh a ps the y do," r eplied Bob. "Could we go
around, do fYo u think, and atta ck them in front?"
"I don 't know. It may .be just a s narrow there
as it is her e. On the whol e, I think we had better try to get at them on this side."
"Suppose we can't all ge t in , Dick?" asked
Bob. "Could not one or two of us do it and get
the gi rl s a way?"
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"That is not a bad idea, Bob," Dick replied. "In
·fact, I think it is a very good one."
"We have buckskin suits, and we can wear
masks over our faces. I see no obstacle to our
getting in, and then making our way to where
the ,t wo girls are."
"I think we can do it, but how about getting
them out, Bob 7"
"When we are ready, we can give the boys a
signal, and a number of them can rllsh up as if
to break through the guard at the pass. We will
go with them, and take the girls along."
"Very good, Bob. Mark will be just the boy to
make the rush with a good force of boys. He
can steal up as close as he can and wait for the
signal. '!'hey must not know that he is there
until he makes the charge."
"No, of course not, so that it will be a perfect
surprise."
"I think we ought to d-0 it, Dick. It may take
time, but we are patient, and we are determined
to get the girls away and to follow up these fellows till ·we scatter them."
"Yes, so we are. We will try this at once.
Put on your disguise, and send Mary here."
While Dick Slater was putting on his backwoods garb, Mark came in, and was given full
instructions.
"That is a fine idea," he said, "and I will do
all I can to carry it out. The boys will all be
ready to do all they can to get the best of these
ruffians."
When Dick and Bob were ready, they put
black masks over their faces, and went on toward
the pass leading . to the retreat of the outlaws.
Mark and a score or more of the best boys in the
troop came closely after them, making no noise,
and halting within a short distance of the pass.
Mark and the two Harrys got as far as within a
few feet of the sentries, and waited there so as
to hear the signal and give it to the others.
Meantime Dick and Bob had strolled carelessly
along, and in the darkness got thr<>ugh the pass
before they were seen.
"Hallo! When did you go out?" asked one of
the sentries, astonished at seeing them.
"Before you went on guard," replied Dick, in
a husky voice. "We've been looking for the rebels, to see if they might be following us."
"Well, are they?" anxiously asked three or
four of the men.
"I've nothing to tell," said Dick evasively, the
men taking this to mean that there was n-0 news
of the Liberty Boys.
"HuJ1! They couldn't get at us here if they di<l
foller," growled one. "The pass is too narrer to
let in more'n two or three at a time."
Dick did not say anything, but strolled away
carelessly, Bob just behind.
"No, and we'd see them coming, anyhow, and
they couldn't any get in," spoke up another.
"Even if they should steal up on us," a third
man ventured, "not more'n half a dozen could get
in before we knew it, and we'd soon fix 'em, I can
tell you."
The boys went on, and in the open space with
rocks and boulders all ab011t, they saw a shack
with the tw-0 girls !:iitting in front of a fire, it
being cool at night here. There were some men
&itting at another fire not far away, and the two
boys went up and sat down with them.
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"I reckon we better not have too much fire
going," Dlek drawled.
"Will.at fur?" asked one of the men.
"Why, if we do, them young rebels'!l see it
and know we're here."
"\Vell, we dunno that they're foI.lerin' us yet"
·t he man snarled, "an' it'll be time to take preca~
tions when we do."
"I reckon they are, just the same, an' I'm
willin' to bet some on 'em ain't fur off now," Dick
said.
Then he noticed that the girls were begi1mirw
to pay attention, and he went on:
'
"Eph Hoklen will be sure to send out somebody, an' thei:<e's them Liberty Boys what's been
follerin' us-they are on the track."
"How do you know they are?" asked one.
"Waal, ain't they? Do you reckon that a lot
o' fellers like that what has been givin' us all the
trouble they could ain't arter us now? O' course
they are, an' I'm willin' to bet they ain't far
away, neither, ·a nd has got their eye on them
two gals."
Phebe and Lottie were greatly interested now
and Dick said, poking the fire:
'
"Sure as I'm pokin' this fire some o' them boys
is around, tryin' some sort o' scheme ter get
them gals out'n here."
His mask came off and the firelight shone full
on his handsome fac,e, but it was turned so that
only the girls saw it. Then he put it on again
and-.s·a id:
"You'll find that they'll wait till all is still, and
then they'll get to work."
"Well, suppose they do?" with a snarl from
one of the band. "Ain't we watchin'? They
can't do anything."
,,
Dick and Bob sat nearer the girls' fire than
the others, and Dick said in a low tone:
"I'd let the fire go down if I was them gals,
so's folks wouldn't see me."
Phebe understood, and threw some sand on the
edges of the fire. Little by little she extinguished
first one part and then another, till it was quite
low. The boys stole. closer and closer, unnoticed
by the men at the other fire, some of whom were
going to sleep, and none of them paying any attention to the girls.
"Have you any d-0aks to throw over y-0u and
'hide you?" Dick asked at last.
"T.h ere is a gray blanket in here for our bed,"
Phebe answered, in a low tone.
"Get it and cut it in two; here is a knife," in a
whisper.
Lottie took the knife Dick gave her, and went
into the hut.
"You are Captain Slater?" Phebe whlspered.
"Yes; we have been following you all day.
This is my lieutenant."
Lottie came out wi1lh the blanket cut in halves
and Dick said:
"Slip those over you and follow us as close as
you can. We are go.ing to get you out of the
clutches of these villains."
Then he and Bob arose and walked away, not
going too near the other group, who paid no
attention tG them. 'I'he girls followed ,-lose behind, looking like two gray shadows, g•' · ,, ' still
closer, till they were right beside the bJ y ~ . Some
of the fires had gone out, and it was much quieter
in the camp of the mysterious troop, the <0nly
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bright fi re being at the entrance to the pass where
the men stood guard. Dick gave Mark a signal
tcf tell him that he and Bob were roming. Mark
got the boys ready to make the dash as agreed
upon. The two boys with the girls at their side
stole t oward the pass by a somewhat circuitous
r oute till they were near the guards. Then Dick
said in a low tone:
" If we seize you two girls and suddenl y dash
a wa y with you, don't be alarmed. We are going
to get you out of here."
"W e won't," said Phebe.
"The sooner the better," added Lottie.
"K eep as close to u s a s you can," said Dick.
'!'he girls obeyed, an d in the obscurity mi ght
h a ve been t aken for the bo ys ' shadows, so close
did they k eep. A s th ey reached the group of men
a bout the fire Dick imitated the cry of a ni g ht
hawk. In a mome nt almost there was heard a
tremendous cheer, a rattling volley, and the rush
of many feet a s a numb er of boys came dashing
through the pa ss. The masked m en leap ed to
their feet with a cry of alarm, and rush ed upon
the boys. Dick and Bob seized the girls and
rushed with them, being in the lead, in fact.
Dick got through with Phebe in safety, but
Lottie suddenly tripped and fell, and was seized
by one of the guards as she set up a cry. Then
the alarm was quickly spread, and more of 1Jhe
renegades came up with a rush. Bob ju~t managed to escape, but had to leave the girl behind.
"Make your escape, lieutenant! " she cried.
"Don't mind me, but get away as fast a s you
can!"
In fact, Bob could not do anything el se, unless
he wished to be made a ·prisoner himself, and he
quickl y foll owed the g irl 's advice. Mark and his
bo ys got out wit h Dick and Bob and Ph ebe Holden, but Lot"'" r emain ed behind, still a prisoner.
W ild Bill anfl his m en did n<Yt dare follow the
b oys out of the pass, fearing to be made priso ners or shot down. A number of the Indians did
follo w, to thei r cost, ha lf a do zen of t hem being
shot down bef or e they r ea lized th e fo ll y of the
attempt.
"Come back her e, you thun de ring fo ols !" roared Wild Bill. "Do you want to t hr ow your lives
awa y? Come b ack her e, you idiots !"
"So me of t h em won't!" said Ben Spur lock
dryly.
T he boys held th e pass, a nd the renegades and
Indians were obliged to fa ll back. Dick brought
up his boys to wit hin a short distance of the pass
a n d guarded it .
"We will make a n other attack later," he said.
"We have got one of the girls, and now we must
get the oth er. When it is quieter we will try
agai n. I think if we, make a determined enough
attack we can force the pass."
The fires were kept lighted, and there were
sounds of merrimen t in the cam p of the outlaws
for hours, and D ick knew that t he renegades were
afraid of an attack. At midnight the fires were
still burning, but Dick, still in his disguise, stole
quite close, and noticed t ha t there were fewer
men about them a nd, getting a look into the open
space, saw that some of the m had n on e, a nd th a t
t h ere were ver y few m en at all except t hose at
t h e fires.
"Bill is getting away !" he said to him self. "He
is k eeping up the fires, and a lot of noise, so as
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to make us think he is still here, but he has
gone, and the others will do the same in a little
while. Bill is a clever scoundrel , but he has
clever boys to deal with, and we will get the best
of him yet."
Dick then hurried back to the rest and said:
"Wild Bill has retreated, and we must follow
him up with little delay. He has executed a
very clever ruse, but we mus t force the pass and
go in pursuit of him at once."
The boys immeiliately made r ead y to follow,
and entered the pass. There wer e a handful of
m en onl y at th e other end, and these fled as soon
as th e bO'ys appeared.

CHAPTER XI.-A Fortuna te Meeting.
The boys followed on after the mysterious
troop, across the opening in the hills, down a
st eep decline and past a wild region, half swamp,
half wood, throu g h a defile in the hills, and so
on to another natural fortress, stron~r and less
easily assailed than the las t. They had the light
of the moon to guide them, and also took torches,
by which they were able to follow the trail. Coming to the bottom of a steep and narrow pass, up
which the animals would have some difficulty in
making their way, Dick halted the boys and went
a:head on foot. He exercised considerable caution, as this was just the sort of plaee where an
enemy could lie in ambush, and went cm steadily,
f eeling rath er than seeing his way, as ·i t was
now dark, the moon having gone behind a cloud.
On and on he went, till at length, at a sharp
turn in the pass , he heard wme men talking in
low t on es. He listened attentively and heard one
of 'lhe men say:
"They can't get us out o' this pl ~e if they do
follow."
(
"No, for it's a reg 'lar fort. All we g otter do
is to k eep the pass bloeked, and they can 't get
a t us to save their necks."
"It's lucky Bill knowed the place."
"Yes, and I r eckon the wa y we've come t ha
young rebels can't find u s. I wouldn't stake too
much on fi nd ing it m yself if I went too far awa y
from it by dark. "
"No, I r eckon I wouldn't, n either, a nd it ain' t
sarti n th at t he r ebels f oll owed us fu r , a n yhow."
"Well, you can't tetl. They didn 't make much
noise, but they never do t ill they're right on top
of you-the infernal young sku nks!"
"Well, they can come on ~s quiet as they like
now, and they won't get in here. It would take a
rat to do that."
"Very good," murmured Dick. "They are here,
and are not likely to leave at once, and perhaps
it will not be as difficult to get in as the y think.
I shall have to take a look at the place first and
by daylight. I don't fancy th ey will leave before
t hen."
T hen he went back to the bo~ s, who had halte;d
some li t tle distanc e below, an d said to Bob, Mark
and a few others:
"The rascals a re in som e sort of natural stron ghol? at the top of t he pass, some distance u p.
They h ave a good position , an d I do n't believe
·t hey will leave before sunrise, and n ot then, perihaps."
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"Then we can take a rest, I suppose?" said Bob,
with a laugh.
"Yes, and we need it," smiling. "They do, too,
and probably more than we do. They have not
rested much more than we have, and I think that
some of them are not able to stand the same
amount of fatigue that we can, for all that they
are men."
"That is because they •h ave led evil lives," declared Ben. "They show the effecbs -of dissipation and evil living on their faces."
"Maybe that is why most of them go masked,"
muttered Sam.
"Well, we will rest here for the night," declared Dick. "They do not lrnow that we are so
near and some seem to doubt that we have followed them any distance."
Phebe Holden had kept up with the boys, having 'been provided with a horse by Dick, for she
would not return even with a strong escort, until
her sister had been rescued from Wild Bill's evil
troop. She was provided with a comfortable tent
and was soon asleep, feeling the need of a rest
more than any one, and glad to find a place to
sleep, no rn~tter how rough it might be.
Dick set the sentries as usual, that being something lie never neglected, no matter whether he
expected an enemy or not. Fires were lighted, but
in sheltered spots, where the light would not be
seen by the renegades in their hill fortress, and
the bo·ys disposed themselves to sleep. Between
daybreak and sunrise Dick set off from the temporary camp to see if he might possibly find some
road which would lead to the hiding place of the
fugitives. He was proceeding at a good gait
when a man came out of a wood on a stocky In
dian pony, whose face was strangely familiar. In
a moment Dick remembered him, and, riding forward, said, extending his hand:
"Good morning, Captain Kenton. I am greatly pleased to see you."
"I can say the same for myself, Captain
Slater," replied the other, who was no less a person than the famous Indian hunter and scout,
Simon Kenton.
Dick and the scout shook hands, and then Dick
briefly explained the situation, and asked:
"Uo you know any way, captain, of reaching
this fellow besides g·oing up that winding pass?"
Kenton thought a few moments, and then replied:
"Yes, I know a way. It is uphill, but very few
know of it, and a part of the way it passes under
a fall of water. It comes out into the open
through a deep wood where no one would guess
there was a way. It is longer than the other,
but very few know it."
"Does this feilow Wild Bill know it, do you
think?"
"I don't think so. I don't know him unless he
is Bill Pridgeon, a renegade and murderer from
Virginia, whom I knew some years ago."
"\Vould he go masked?"
"He might, for it would not be safe for him to
be recognized by certain persons now in Kentucky. The man is a murderer, and I do not
doub-t that many of his mysterious troop are as
bad.''
"Gome to our camp and we will try and rout
out thi s evil creature. Are you on any espooial
errand?"
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"I am going to the falls of the Ohio, but will
stop on the way to see Colonel Boone."
"Exactly. You will have time to show us this
other way to get at Wild Bill's stronghold?"
"Yes, I shall have plenty of time for that," with
a laugh.
They then returned to the camp, where the
boys were delighted to see the famous scout,
many of them knowing him, those who did not
being glad to make his acquaintance.
"We were very fortunate to have you pass our
way, Captain Kenton," declared Bob heartily.
"That comes of early rising. If Dick had not
been out early, you might have passed to one
side or the other of us, and we would never have
known that you were anywhere about."
"Very likely," smiling, "and I am very glad
that Captain Slater was abroad at an early
hour."
Simon Kenton had breakfast with the Liberty
Boys, .and then he and Dick and a score of the
boys set out to find the other path leading to
W·i ld Bill's fortress, Bob remaining behind to attack the place from the one near them. They
could' ride the greater ·part of the way, but the
last stage of the journey could be 'better made
on foot, although it was possible rto make it on
horseback. They dismounted at length, two or
three of the boys were left to guard the horses,
and the rest began making their way up the slope
to the wood through which they would come out
upon the open space among the rocks where Wild
Bill thought himself so secure.
'I'he signal for Bob was to be a number of s·h ots
fired r apidly, and the battle cry of the Liberty
Boys. He was to allow 'Dick half an hour to get
around, and was then to make his way as carefully as possible up the pass \Yith a number of
the boys, others to follow close behind and ;to
join him if the;,· wer_e _needed. The guid~ led the
way, and at last whispered to Dick that they
would soon reach the open, and that the boys
had better prepare for a sudden dash. The
word was passed along, and the brave boys unslung their muske1 s and prepared to make the
charge, the first shots to be fired in the air to
attract Bob's attention.
Then Dick sun · ' "' g-ave tl1e word and the
.:.o g h the wood and out into
boys went leapinr
'~ they saw Wild Bill and
the open space, \
his men and a number of Indians sitting about
having their breakfast. Crack! crack! crack!
The muskets rattled, and then the boys set up a
lusty cheer as they charged upon the ·surprised
renegades.
"Liberty forever! Down with the Renegades r
·
Death to Wild Bill and all his evil gang!"
The renegades leaped to their feet in the
greatest. surprise, not havi':ng expected the boys
from tl11s quarter, and not knowing what to make
of it. Then more shouts were beard and in a
moment a number of boys in Continental uniform
came_ ~ashing. into the open from another quaJ·ter, Jrrmg; rapidly, and sending the startled renegades fiymg before them. The Indians attempted to beat back the p lucky boys, but the latter
delivered a telling volley; which laid many of
them low, and the rest were quickly discouraged
'
and fled in terror.
.Wild Bill met Dick as the brave young captam rushed toward the rude shack where the
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captive girl was kept, and aimed a pistol at his
head. Before he could discharge it, however, Dick
sent it flying from his hand by a swift blow of
his sword, and then, rus·hing upon the man, tore
the mask from his face, and sent him reeling with
a powerful blow on the chest.
"So it's you, is it, Bill Pridgeon?" said Kenton,
in i·inging tones.
The renegade leaped to his feet with a face the
hue of ashes, and dashed to the farther end of
the open space. Dick, followed closely by seven
or eight oi the boys, ran to the shack, and in
another moment Lottie appeared and uttered a
glad cry as she saw them. Bob had successfully
carried the pass, and now more of his boys came
swarming into the o.pen, and there W;ls a rattling discharge of musketry as they charged the
enemy.
Wild Bill had fied, and now many followed Mm,
taking the path at the farther end of the 011en
space. Many would not take it, however, as their
evil careers had ended. Dick, having rescued both
girls, determined to send them home, so he picked
out a dozen boys to act as an ?scort to the girls,
the horses of the rest being brought up into the
open. Then the girls were started upon their
journey, while Dick and the other boys waited a
short time before stai·ting in pursuit of the renegades.

CHAPTER XII.-Wild Bill I s Surprised.
Eiimon Kenton agreed to go with the boys a
certain part of the way and they were very glad
of his company, for he was not only a pleasant
companion, but an excellent guide. They set out
at length 'having made all preparations for an
extended journey, and ~~ing in the best con?i~ion,
with plenty of ammumt1-0n as. well as .P~OVlSJO~,
and not incommoded by havmg the girls with
them. They did not go rapidly at first, for Dick
believed that the boys who had gone with the
girls would shortly meet Holden and others and
then return, and he wii;;hed to give them tin1e w
get back to the main body, so that they could
all go on together. He delayed his s.tarting and
went slowly at first, therefore, for this very reason Kenton approving the plan.
"Even if these men should get half a day or
a whole day ahead of you, captain," he said, ."you
will gain on them eventually, for they are hkely
to stop here and there to pick up what plunder
they can, and w attack lonely settlers, and all
this will delay them, so that when you once get
well on the march you will proceed more rapidly.
Thev will not go as fast as you do ordinarily, and,
not "seeing you upon their track at once, they will
have an idea that you are not following them,
and they will not go ·SO fast as at first."
"Bill is no longer with Girty," added Dick, "and
has not the same power over the Indians, and I
think the latter will desert him, so that we will
!have only him to fight."
"Very likely," replied the scout.
At noon the bo~ s rested, and before they were
ready to go on the other party came up, having
met some of the settlers, as Dick had thought
they would. After dinneT the boys set out again,
and went on at a moderate gait, the road being
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none of the ·b est, and there being many places
where the enemy might lie in ambush for them.
Kenton pointed out many of these places, and
Dick knew many of -them himself, and the boys
proceeded with caution, knowing the treacherous
character of the men they were following and resolving to take no risks.
Part of the way they could see where the reneg::).des and Indians had gone, and again there were
no traces of them, yet they pushed on at the
same steady gait, Kenton knowing ·the general
direction the enemy would take. At night they
halted in a very wild country, not far from a
Iit;tle river whiah wound throug-h a deep gorge,
with here and there a ravine running off from it
where one might hide in perfect safety. The
Liberty Boys made their camp in one of these
places, setting their pickets at each end with
their accustomed caution.
After dark Dick and a number of the boys, with
Simon Kenton as a guide, set out to explore the
region and look for signs of the enemy. At times
they had the moon to guide them, and then there
was little light on account of the thick woods
through which they passed. At length they came
to a rocky gorge; where Kenton paused, and said
in low tones:
"This is just the sort of place ~ere the Indians would hide, expecting we might come along.
There are signs of redskins now."
"Suppose we look farther," suggested Dick.
T he young captain aF.d tli.e famous scout went
on together, exercising gi·eat caution.
Di ck's
quick ear presently caught the low hum of talk,
and he touched the scout's arm.
"Yes, there is some one here, redskins, and
whites, too, I think," in a low whisper.
Proceeding, t'hey came to a point whence they
could look down into the gorge, and here t hey
descried a number of fires with men sitting about
whites as well as Indians. The pre"-f' n~e of ~
number of men in buckskins with m ask ~ on th eir
faces assured Dick that Wild Bill was her e'' an d
he determined to attack the fellow wit hout delay. There were not as many Indians a s there
had been, and Dick knew that he was r iP-'1t in
saying that they ·would de ~ert the renega de'.
The moon shone into the ?'Orge, and t11ere were
the fires as well, so that Dick knew that there
would be light enough for his purpose.
"Our boys can be nosted along the sides of the
defile ," he whispered, "and fire down upon these
ruffians."
"Yes, but they will have to be cautious in taking up their positions," answered the scout.
He and Dick then withdrew far enough away to
make conversation Jess liable to be overheard·.
"Some of the boys are as spry as cats and as
sure-footed, captain," said Dick, "and I will post
them along the top of the defile. They will make
no noise, and will he ready when I give them the
signal. A show of force will have a great effect
upon these fellows, and I shall give them fair
warning, for I will not take an undue advantage
of even men like Bill and his gang and his red
allies."
"T'here are many who would, captain," dryly.
"Yes, I know there are, but the Liberty Boys
are not that sort."
"No, I know they are not, and every one respects them for it. They are a lot of brave boys'.
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and boys who believe in giving every one a fair
chance."
"Even Indians and renegades ," added Dick.
They went back to the others and told them
that the renegades were not far away, and that
they meant to make an attack upon them and the
Indians without delay. Then two or three of the
boys were sent back to bring up twenty or more
others, Dick mentionin g a number whom he esp<?cially wanted. Bob, Mark, Ben, Sam, the two
Harrys, Will, Paul, Phil, and Lishe Green were
especially mentioned , there being no particular
mention about the others. From thirty to forty
oi the boys came up noiselessl y, and thoroughl y
understan ding the necessity of caution, and Dick
and Kenton went ahead with the ones they wanted for the best and most trying positions.
Bob, with ten or a dozen boys, took his place
on one side of the gorge, and Mark, with an
01:]ual number, worked along on the other side,
s:gnaling from time to time to Dick. These
signals were natural sounds, and would attract
EO special attention and arouse no suspicion, being such as could be heard at any time at night
and in the woods. Dick and Kenton, with a
number of the L~berty Boys, were stationed at
the head of the gorge, the other end being left
unguarde d, as it was too far off to send the boys
to at that time. At length Dick knew from the
signa ls that all the boys were posted and ready
for action, and, taking a torch, he stepped out
upon a rocky ledge and hurled the flaminl!: missile in to the gorge, calling out at the same time
in a loud, clear tone:
"Listen to me, Bill Pridgeon, outcast, murderer ,
renegade! You are to be given a chance to escape, but after this we will pursue you and youievil band relentless ly."
As the flaming brand went flying- through the
air the renegades and Indians leaped to their
feet, the latter thinking it to be a sign of the
wrath eif the great spirit, and the renegades thoroughly alarmed.
"W·h at do I care for your warnings, you rebel?"
snarled Wild Bill. "You are no better than a
hundred rebels I have killed, and I shall kill
you now!n
He t'hrew his musket to his shoulder, but at
that m1>ment Dick sounded a shrill whistle and
stepped back. At once the moonligh t and the
light of the fires revealed boys in uniform perched here and there along the sides of the gorge,
their muskets aimed at the ruffians below. Some
of these fired at the bo ys, and in a moment the
rocks and bushes seemed to fairly blaze.
Crack! crack! crack! Muskets and pistols rattled and cracked in all direction s, and now a
ba nd of dq,ring bo ys carrying torch es appeared
at the head of the gorge.
"Down with them, boys!" shouted Dick. "Scatt er the renegades ! Away with the redskins; let
them see what the Liberty Boys can do!"
There was a rattling volley, and then the boys
charged, waving their torches and cheering. The
I nd ian s were the first to go, and fled down the
gorge in hot haste, leaving the renegades to fight
the battle alone. Wild Bill lost all his bluster •
and bravado as he saw the Indians running away,
and saw the formidabl e array of gallant boys
brong·ht against him. Muskets and pistols were
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rattling from many sides, and many of his men
had already fallen, wounded or dead, and the
re.;;t were beginning to fall back, taking to their
heels or to their horses, as happened to be most
convenien t. Bill leaped upon his horse and dashed away, his men scattering the fires so that they
might not be of help to the enemy.
The party at the head of the g-0rge did not
pursue the outlaws, having once star ted them,
and those on the rocks shouted and yelled more
-than they fired, now that the redskins and renegades were in full flight down the defile. In a
few minutes there were none of the enemy near
the scattered fires, and by degrees the sound of
hurrying footsteps and the clatter of hoofs rrrew
fainter and fainter, till at last they died away,
and all was dark and still in the gorge except
where the mo-0nligh t shone on the deserted camp.
"Well, Bill did not keep his word," shouted
Bob, from his position on the side of the defile.
"I guess he is like all such fellows-m ore bluster
than courage."
The boys laughed, and then Dick told them to
leave, as there was no longer any need of them.
The boys then scrambled back to the mouth of
the gorge, and then all returned to the camp.

CHAPTE R XIII.-Th e Chase Ends.
The. Liberty Boys rested quietly that night,
and did not go after the renegades , Dick being
determine d to keep his word even with so evil
a man as Wild Bill. There was a watch kept upon
the camp, as there always was, but nothing occurred to alarm the boys, and the night passed
without incident. In the morning they set out
ag:::in in pursuit of Wild Bill, seeing little trace
of Indians, and these gradually disappear ing till
there wera. none to be seen.
·
"The Indians have left him,'' observed Dick.
''They do not like being handled so roughly."
"Yes, they have gone,'' answered Kenton. "And
Bill Pridgeon is losing his men fast as well.
They are either afraid of him or of being wiped
out."
"It may be both," suggested Bob. "They are
none too good themselve s not to associate with
a murderer , but t~ey may be afraid of him, and
I am pretty certam that they have a wholesom e
f ear of u ~ ."
"And ;;o have the redskins, and even more so
than Bill and his band,'' replied Kenton. "A good
many of them left last night, and the y have been
leaving all the morning, till now th e re are none
left."
The boys were not in pursuit of the Indians,
ho,,·ever? and.their goi_ng did not make any difference, Wild Bill and his renegades bein o- the men
they wi shed to drive out. They went o;; t ill noon,
and then halted an<l made a camp, ta king all the
comfort the y could. There had been nothing to
show. that _Wild Bill w a s about, or that they were
on his trail for an hour and more, and Dick began to think that they had lost the trail and
might not find it again. They had los t it befo1·e,
however, and had picked it up again, and Kenton
said encouragi ngly:
"We will find the trail again, cap tain, never
fear. We have been coming a rough road, and
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Bill has· turned off somewhere to find a better.
He is going in this direction, and we will find him
again. "
DiCk was reassured, although he had not entirely given up hope of seeing the man again,
and after a rest the boys went on, finding the
trail once more in about an hour. There were
certain familiar things about it, the marks of
the hoofs an<l the manner in which the men rode
that the boys knew, but Dick presently remarked
carelessly:
"Bill's men are leaving him fast. There a l'e
not so many by half as there were yesterday."
"You are right, captain," replied Kenton.
"They are scattering- in different directions. Some
are going home, perhaps, while others are going
to b·y their fortunes in other places."
"Or to go where they are not 1.11own," declared
Bob sugg·estively.
"But not to live better lives, I'll wager," said
Mark. "These fellows are not that sort."
They lost the trail after a time, b11t picked it
up again later, losing it once more some Ii ttle
t ime before they halted fo1· the .nig ht. After
s11pper some little time Dick went out with Bob
and a dozen of the boys, not so much to look for
the trail as to look about them and see what sort
of country they were approaching-. Dick adjudged that they were near the river again, and,
if so, the likelihood of Wild Bill's changing his
course was great, as he would wish to flee from
civilization.
"I think that when he strikes the river he will
leave it and go deeper into the wilderness," he
said to Bob.
"I shouldn't wonder," Bob returned. "He will
want to keep away from the haunts of men, for
fear some may know him and give him the punishment due his crimes."
It was growing dark, the moon was shining
brightly, and Dick and Bob had gone ahead to
reconnoiter, Dick seeing signs of the men they
were pursuing. Suddenly they came out upon a
bluff overlooking the river, upon which the moon
shone with all its brilliance. At the same moment Dick heard a cry, and a man sprang out
upon him from a thicket close at hand. It was
Wild Bill, his face livid with passion. He was
without his mask, and his features worked convulsively as he flew at Dick and hissed:
"You have caused my men to leave me, Dick
Slater, and now I am going to kill you!"
Dick saw by certain moti<ms of the bushes that
there were men in hiding there, but he said nothing. Bill seized him, and tried to drag him to
the bluff to 'hurl him over into the river . Dick
Slater was no weakling, however, and Bill found
that the boy was stronger than he -had imagined.
In fact, the outlaw began -s ho-rtly to think that
he had met more than his match. Around and
around they circled, gradually getting nearer
and nearer to the edge of the bluff. Bill found
that ne could not throw Dick over, and now he
began to fear that he would be thrown over himself.
"Shoot the rebel, Jim!" he gasped, struggling
to get out of Dick's grasp.
Dick did not intend to throw the villain oyer
the cliff, but to throw him down and then ha ve
the boys seize and mak<: him a prisoner. A man
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in buckskin s uddenly rushed out of the bu·s hes
and threw his rifle to his shoulder. Dick did not
see him, but Bob did. Before Bob could shout
to Dick to turn, this was just what happened.
Crack! Tl1ere was a S'harp report, and then the
su{i'Clen pin-g of a bullet, and Wild Bill, shot in
t he back, gave a cry of deathly fear and agony,
and loosened his hold upon Dick. Dick released
hi~, and he fell to the ground.
The r enegade,
seemg what he had done, turned an d fled into
the deeper woods wi th a cry of terror . Wild Bill,
gathering his waning strength together fo r one
la st effort, leaped to his feet and hissed :
"You'll never hang me, you rebel!"
Then he rushed to the edge of th e cliff, distant
only a ) a rd, and leaped over. They s aw him go
down, crash through the branches of a little tree
a hundred feet below, and then disappear.
"We will ~-ot chase ·wild Bill any more!" muttered Bob , looking down at the shining waters.
"No, and there will be no mysterious troop
after to-day," rejoin ed Dick, as he tur ned away.
There was a rn s tling among the bushes, and
B-0b said s har ply:
"Gome o nt here, you ruffians, if you want to
meet us, and don't try to shoot us from ambush
like a lot of cowards ! I am going to fire, if you
are not out of that in five seconds!"
The bus hes were agitated still more, but no
one came out. Then some of the Liberty Boys
came up, wanting to know the meaning of the
shot they had heard.
"Did you see anything of these ruffians we have
been chasing?" asked Bob.
"No, but we heard some one running away,"
replied Ben Spurlock.
"Wild Bill is dead," said Bob.
"Did- you kill him?" asked Sam Sanderson, in
ain awed tone.
'
"No; one of his ov;rn men did it. It was an
accident. Dick might have been killed instead."
"Where is he?" the boy.s asked.
"He had strnngth enough left, and leaped over
the rbluff. He must be dead before this."
"You will never see him again, even if he is
not dead," observed Dick. "He will disappear
from this moment."
"But don't you think that shot will finish him
Dick?" asked Bob, in surprise.
'
"Not necessarily, if the backbone was not injured."
"But the fall would do the work if the bullet
did not."
"Perhaps not, Bob. However, you will never
see the man again. He will be ashamed, and
.will hide deeper and deeper in the wilderness."
Whether the man recovered fr.om the shot or
not, they never knew, and, as Dick had prophesied, they never saw him again never h ea n l the
slightest word of him. From 'that m-0ment, a~
Dick had said, all record of Wild Bill the ren egade was lost, and in a few years he wa s for-gotten.
The boys searC'hed the thicket where Bob had
heard the rustling, but there was no one to be
found.
"They were getting- away when I heard ' them .
I guess," declared Bob, ;rnd instead of coming out
or even trying to shoot us, were glad to get
a;vay with whole skins."
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"Diel the fellow who shot Bill show fight?"
asked Ben, when Bob told what had happened.
"No; he showed fright, and got away in a hurry," replied Bob. "I never saw a man show such
abject fear. If Bill is not dead, he will never see
this fellow again."
The boys returned to the camp, neither seeing
nor hearing anything more of the renegades.
Dick told Kenton what had happened, and the
scout said :
"The shot and the fall may not have killed
him, but you will never see or hear of him again.
His spirit is broken , and he will hide forever from
the world."
Kenton was right, and the man was never
heard of again. In the morning search was made
for the renegade camp, and after a short time it
was found. It had not been used all night, and
some of the horses were found tethered and eager
for food. They were taken care of, the owners
never returning to claim them .
The men had scattered in all directions, and
there was no hope of their coming together
again, and probably they had all been glad
enough to get away. Dick had no further need
of following the trail of the mysterious troop,
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and he concluded to go with Kenton and see if
there might not be something for t he Liberty
Boys to do down in Kentucky. There was, and
the boys gained fre sh laurels in the cause of
independence.
They did not remain indefinitely in the wilder ness, however, but returned to civilization a t
leng·th, and were still more active in fighting the
battles of their country. Mark tried many times
to find out who those two boys were whom t he
Holden girb would have liked to go back with
them to the blockhouse, bl.lt he was unable to do
F O until some time after the conclusion of the
war. T hen the girls were married to two of the
Liberty Boys, and the boys were not the on es
Mark would have guessed at all.
"And I los t all the fun of teasing them,'' h e
laughed.
"You couldn't have done it," chuck led Ben Spurlock, "for those boys are as ful l of fun as you
are, so you would have been only wasting your
time."
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
BOYS' HIDDEN SWAMP ; or, H OT TIMES
ALONG HE SHORE."
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CURRENT NEWS
1823 COIN IN A CATFISH.

A silver coin minted by the United States in

1823 was found in the stomach of a la rge catfish whit h was caught by L . E. Bogart in Sandusky Bay. The fi sherman is displaying the coin
with pride, but the age of the fish has not been
determined by scientist s .
SQUIRRELS HOARD LOST
GOLF BALLS .
Golf enthusiast s on the local links, Carleton
Place, Ont., who had observed that squi rrels r esident on the courst were eyeing them in a pecu·
liar manner learned the r ea son why.
Leslie Raynolds announced he had stalked one
of the squirrels to a hollow tree and found a
cache of forty-one golf balls. Search of similar hiding places on the course revealed fifty
more lost balls, he said.
CANADIAN

THE WORLD'S MOST INACCESSIBL E OIL

WELL.
An oil well th at can be reached only by swinging in a r ope sling operated from a stiff-leg derrick at the top of a 107-foot cliff was recently
completed at Point Firmin, Cal. The well is located on a narrow ledge of tide land and at the
bottom of the cliff. The ledge is so narrow that
at high tide the water rises to within a foot of
the rig. Despite the fact that all material and
workmen had to be lowered and hoist ed from
above by means of the derrick and sling, the well
was completed without a mishap. This remains
still the only way to reach the well.
BULL A DRINKER.
A bull's overindul gence in the contents · of a
mash barrel, accordin g to stories of orchardist s
of th e Underwood (Wash.) district, led to the
discovery of officers of fwo stills near Stevenson.
The bull, attracting attention by his drunken staggers and bellowing maunderings, evidently was pleased with the effects of the moonshine
making.
Officers followed him a s he pursued an erra~ course through the und erbru sh . The goa l
of the bovine tope r w a s a barrel h a lf full of
mash. In a hidrlen cabin, about 100 yards awa/,
was discovered a sti IL
SPENDS L ES S F9R SWEET
TOOTH.
It cost the nation $54,000,000 less to fill its
sweet tooth during the last fi <;cal yea r th a n in th e
previous year, according to preliminary annual
statistics of the Internal Revenue Bureau, $408,'729,560 being spent for candy in th e country a s
compared with $462,840,660 in 1920.
It cost more, however, to keep the country's
jaws in motion, th e chewing gum bill for 1921
amounting to $44,405,900 a s against $37,498100
in the previou s y ear. Facial decoration was less
NAT ION

costly _ during the_ past year, the amount spent
on paints, cosmet ics and perfumes amo un ting to
$145 ,019,100 a s compared with $160,693,025 during 1920.
The country's spending also fell off cons ide 1·.
ably in other lines.
DOG SAVES SICK CHILD .
A mother's instinct and . a barking cfog saved
H erbert, seven-year-old son of John R. Ki ssinger
Milton, Pa., from death in the Suquehanna, t~
whi ch th e boy was running, delirious from
mumps, after he had slipped ou t of the house in
his night shi rt.
About ? o'c lock in th e _morning Mrs. Ki ssinger
awoke with a start, fe eling that something was
w r ong, went to the boy's room, which she had
left only a half hour before, and found him miss. ing. She awoke her hu sband, and a quick sear<'h
was started. Outside they saw the little white
form heading for the river .
When near the water John T rate's dog jumpPr!
ont and barked at the boy. The lad t u rned back
then started in another direction for the rivC'r'
but the dog a gain barked and turned him. By
thi s time the father reached the child .and seized
him.
SOAP IN SOVI:BT GEOR GIA 40.000 RUBLES
A CAKE.
The high pri ce of soap is proving di sas tro.us to
the fa stidfbus ladies of the Near East. In Soviet
Georgia, th e home of the mos t beautiful women
in the world, according to a Near East Relief
worker writing from there, a Government officials
salary for the month is less than the price of a
bar of soap. He gets the princely wage of 30 000 paper rubl es, and a piece of soap, ordinary
garden variety, costs 40,000 of these samp rubl es.
·when the American cargoes of food and clothes
supplies arrive a t the N ear E ast Relief stations
in Tifti s, th e capital of Georgia, th er e is an insta nt run on th e soap. All classes, pa rti cularly
the mor e a ffl uent, or r a ther th ose wh o we re once
afflu ent-none are now-bes iege th e distribution
centers beggi ng for th e preciou s a rti cle .
All t he vegeta ble and a nima l fat s from w hich
th e peo ple we r e accu st omed to ma ke their s oap
are now n on-ex istent. Wh a t few cattle th e1·e are
left fr om t he devastati on of the war are se lean
th ey yield p ractically no fat , wh ile th e manufa cture of cottonseed a nd li nseed oil has been imposs ible si nce 1915. Even wood ashes, which oft en furni sh a substitu te for soap, cannot be u sed
as t he fu el is so scarce tha t wood i;:; being sold at
$70 for half a cord.
For a time oil was u sed-a crude keros ene
fr om the oil fi elds of Ba ku- but it was ruinous
to th e clothes, and a s the people had all too few
clothes to ruin this was abliidoned. AE a last
resort th ey dipped their garments in the muddy
river and beat them out with heavy sticks. Most
of them went unwashed!
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VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER III.-(Continued.)
"Let him go," said Sammy, "the horse will tire
out, and it will teach him the best lesson he ever
had."
Dan looked anxiously at the scene.
The students were leaning out of the windows,
and none of ·them considered it dangerous; instead, they jeered at the helpless bedraggled
N ewth wai te.
Dan , however, saw that the horse was in its
frenzy heading for a stone wall oµ the north.
"That V{Ould mean a fractured skull I I must
save the poor fool, anyway!"
With these words on his lips Dan Barnett
started running with that speed for which he
was so famous.
Over the soft greensward he raced, cutting a
diagonal line so as to head off the horse.
It seemed that the animal would reach the dangerous wall first, however.
"Look out, Dan, you'll kill yourself!"
Sammy Bell shut his eyes, for he thought his
room-mate was about to be crushed beneath the
hoofs of the maddened animal.
But Dan gave a spring of tige1·ish agility.
Through the air he shot, clearing the pawing
hoofs and even the animal's keens.
His arms clenched about the animal's neck and
he was so powerful in his flying tackle that he
twisted the horse's head in such a way as to bring
it to its knees, and then down and over on the
ground.
It was a daring stop.
But he had accomplished it, aided by good luck
in hi s quickness, and his courage.
'
Newthwaite lay th ere screeching:
"Let me up I Let me up!" bellowed the conquered bully.
"Ha, ha!" laughed Sammy Bell. "You are in
your own trap, sure enough, now. You had better lie there and think it over."
"Here, let's get this poor horse to its feet,"
said Dan. "The animal might have a sprained
knee."
They unfastened the remaining trace and
helped the panting, fr ,g-htened horse up.
Meanwhile, Henderson Newthwaite lay there,
pinned to the ground by the prong of the runabout.
The crowd of students which gathered around
made no attempt to assist him. It was still light,
becau se ot the long day at this early part of the
school year.
So they enjoyed every bit of the anger and
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hatred >vhich showed on Newthwaite's twisted
features.
At last the animal was loose.
"I'd send the horse back to the stable," said
Dan Barnett.
"Next time, Henderson Newthwaite, you had· better not try to slash a fellow
who is trying to help you-especially when a miscue would cost you the game."
Algy Tenson, the faithful satellite, now rushed
forward and began to pry out Newthwaite from
th e wreckage of the fa.ncy runabout.
"You'll suffer for this, Dan Barnett," he cried.
"I watched you; you caused the runaway, and I'll
testify against you, as sure as I live."
"You needn't worry," said Sammy Bell. "There
are a hundred witnesses who know differently;
we are too busy, anyway, to bother. I guess we
h ad better orde1' our balloon for the trip to the
girls' boarding-school eh, Dan?"
This drove Henderson Newthwaite to a frel'lzy.
"I'll show you two blowhards what I can do!"
cried Newthwaitc. "Algy, you hustle up to Bell7
ville Centre and order a · carriage 'for four. You
and I will take Arabella Adams out to a fine
supper and a carriage ride on Mount Marble this
evening, for it's full moon to-night, and we'll
spend about ten dollars on our feed."
"Good-by, then," laughed Dan Barnett, and
he .nodded to Sammy Bell. "You'd better hurry,
then, or you may not get there in time to do it."
Newthwaite, as he started toward his room for
a change of garb, retorted scornfully:
"I am not a cheap skate like you; I can afford
a carriage, and you can bet the livery-man won't
rent another one to any of you pikers when I tell
him not to."
Newthwaite went upstairs and dressed again.
He did not know that Dan Barnett and Sammy
Bell were a lready hustling along ' through the
mea d0w s toward the Highland school by tl1e secret short-cut.
But a bout an hour later, when he and Algy
Tcnson drove up in their stylish big carriage to
the big po1tico of the main building of the girls'
school, they were greeted with laughter from the
girls.
·
"You are about hatf an hour too late," volunteered one sharp-faced girl, who was the sort to
enjoy handing out unpleasant news.
"vVhat do you mean?"
"Didn't you come to take out Arabella Adams
and Marguerita Thompson?"
"Yes, of course. They're the only girls in- is
school we'd go with," said Newthwaite, rudely.
The sharp girl laughed.
"Well, you will enjoy your ride by yourselves,"
she said, "for they went out with Dan Barnett
and Sammy Bell, in a carriage which the boys
hired from our private school stable. The boys
walked here and beat you out."
The feelings of Newthwaite and Tenson were
not adapted to expression on the portico o! a
girls' boarding-school.
They had paid the liveryman five dollars extra
not to let out a carriage to any one but themselves, back in Bellville Centre.
This was another case of the tortorise and the
hare in their famous race.
(To be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
WORMS A VOID ELECTRICITY
Applying his inventive mind to the problem of
digging angle worms, Joe Siegfried, ten years of
age, son of .T. H. Siegfried, electrical. expert for
the Pacific Power and Light Company, Yakima,
Wash., has devised a better way. He inserts two
ele:::trical terminals in the ground some distance
apart, connects them up and presrns the button.
All the worms between the terminals promptly
climb to the s urface to escape the current. The
same method is u sed to feed the Siegfried chick·
ens.
TREED BY HOGS .
A f armer named Jarman, n ear Wilmington,
Del., h as a large herd of hogs which he allows to
run wile\ in a wood on hi s farm, feeding on acorns
and grass. Every year he shoots two or three
for his winter meat and lets the remainder run.
H e went out the other day and after killing
three, started to drag them home, when the herd
attacked him. .Jarman had to climb a tree to
escape them, and, s itting in the crotch, shot two
more, but was un able to drive them away. Th e
hogs started to chew the bottom of the tree and
for several hours kept J arman treed and afraid
to move. Friends who knew he h'ld gone for hogs
arrived later a nd with dogs finally drove off the
hogs, killing two more, one of the dogs being
also killed.
ACCURA~E TIME.
A ship's chronometer is the most wonderful
and accurate timekeeper made. 80 accurate, indeed, is a ship's chronometer that it does not
vary a second a day. An error of only a few
seoonds may put a captain of a vessel miles out
of hi s reckoning at sea. For that reason everv
ship's timepiece goes through the most thorough
tests before it is pronounced perfrct. It is set
going in a very hot room and thrn transferred
to a cold one, for it may be used in any part of
the world, from the polar regions to the tropics,
and it must always keep good time. Many large
vessels have three chro;10meiers on board, and
whenever a vessel goes into port they are sent
ashore and tested to see if they are still accurate. On board s)l.ip the chronometer is kept
amidships because there if' the lea st motion and
the smallest variation of temperature.

WHEN A "FELLER" NEEDS A FRIEND.
The youngsters have a kick coming on the ten
per cent. tax levied on athletic goods. Of course
the members of congress forgot about the time
when they were kids and saved up their pennies
for a ball, bat and glove. They forgot the thrill
0f t)le first uniform when the '·West Square
nine" or the "River Reds" blossomed out in the
early sumtner. They didn't intend to hit the
youngsters such a whack, but they surely did it.
They n:eant to assess the "higher-ups;" they
meant to reap a revenue from tarp on lines, damascene shotguns, league balls, etc,, but the truth
of the mntter is that the bulk of the tax burden
fell on "Duck" and "Bill" and "Fatty"

Statistics show that seventy per cent. of the
sporting goods bough t in the United States are
purchased by boys ·less than eighteen years old,
high school boys an d dow!lwards. About half of
one per cent. goes to professional baseball team!':
and a big quantity of the rest to chronically
hard-up college and sand-lot teams. The wealthy,
though individual purchases are large, but next
to nothing.
"Taxation without representation" is the way
it strikes the youngsters. It is a queer tax, and
about the first t ax on children ever levied in this
'
country.
Athletics. outdoor spo rtf' of every kind are the
salvation of the youth of our land. This country
should make it a point to encourage spons in
every form. The younger generation s hould h'\ve
a chance to play, for the players of to-day will be
the leaders of to-morrow.
Some of the athletic good~ purchased by thP
wealthy classes may be sub.i ect to taxation. Bnt
a ten per cent. tax on "athletic goods" without
going into detail is unju st, and should be repealed to g ive the y1:rnng people the necess'lrv
physical recreation to keep them strong and well.
-Editorial from the Des Moines Capitol.
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Captured At Last.
By KI T CLYDE .
We New York detectives-it must Ile getting
on for a dozen years ago now- were completely
a t fault as to effecting the arrest of the head of
a notori ous gang of swindlers, " mashers" and
forgers. The gang in question had been combining coining, the manufacture and passing of
srmriou s banknotes, obtaining money on forg ! d
checks, and bu rglary on a grand scale, the last
named offense being invariably carried out at
the mansions of the gentry during the time that
the family were at dinner, when a good haul of
jewelry could be made from the unoccupied bedrooms.
The members of this criminal organization
were of the class generally known a s swell mobsmen , and seven of them had been captu red, convicted, and sentenced to various terms of im prisonment. This had been brought about mainly through the instrumentality of a young man
who had been g iven into custody by a publican
for attempting to obtain change for one of the
spurious banknotes.
However, the charge w11s not nressed against
him, as it was discovered that he •vas a dupe an d
a tool of the gang, and it was fr0m the information which he gave t hat the real crimin als were
brought to justice.
But the chief, the worst of the lot, was still at
large and defying all attempts to get hold of h im.
That he had not left t he country was certain, as
fr om time to time spurious notes were passed, or
money obtained from various people by cleverly
executed forged checks.
These operations were not confined to New
York. His disguises, too, must have been wonderful in their way, for the descriptions given by
those who had been cheated varied with each one.
T his was the condition of affairs when I was
ordered t o take up the case. I had the reputation of having done some sharp work in my time,
and had risen to be a sergeant on the force. My
experience, moreover, was not confined to New
York, as previous to joining the metropolitan police I had been in a similar position in one of the
largest towns in P ennsylvania. I was on my mettle, for I was about to attempt single-handed th at
at which the rest of our men had failed, and
what dues I had t o work on were meager in the
extreme.
On questioning the young man who had the
means of bringing about the capture of the others, I ascertained he had only seen ihe leader
of the gaI1g on one occasion. His description
went no further than that he was a gentlemanlylooking man of forty or so, with a slightly J ewish
cast of countenance, tall, active, and powerfu lly
built. Of one thing, however, he was certain ,
and that was, he should know him again w herever he shoukl see him.
Nearly a month h ad gone by, a n d I was no
fu rther adYanced than when I undertook the case.
In t ruth, I might consider myself . a t sea, as t he
others ha d been, and, moreover, with the un-
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plea sant fa ct star ing m e in the face that the accomplished swindler fo r w h om I w a s searching
still continued his n efari ou s operat ion s.
But one day I became greatly elat ed by t h e
appearance of the young fellow to whom I have
before alluded, who came to tell me h e h ad seen
the leader of the gan g enter a certain swell hotel,
and although he waited more than an hour, the
man wanted had not come out again . This was
enough for me. No time was to be lost; but
knowing how wary was the individual with whom
I had to deal, before leaving my room I deemed it
wise to change my appearance, donning a costume and makingup for what would very well
have passed for a north country squire or a rich
Boston manufacturer of the old school. I wore
spectacles, too, to further carry out my disguise.
It was dark when I reached the hotel, and
startled the manager not a little when I stated
my business. The description I gaye tallied exactly with the appearance of a gentleman who
had been staying in the hou se for two or three
days, wh o had given the name of Mont agu , a n d
was leaving t hat night, having already paid his
bill and gone up to his room t o m ake r eady for
departure.
"How did he settle with you ?" I queried.
"He paid with a hundred dolla r bill,'' w as the
reply, "receiving the change."
"Just let me see that bill, please."
"Certainly," said the manager," a slight anxiety
apparent in his manner. " I remember that he
wroLe his name at the back."
"A" I expected,'' I said, when what purported
to be a Brooklyn Bank note was produced.
"Forged, but very cleverly executed."
"Forged!" exclaimed the m a nager, w ith a
blank look.
"Undoubtedly,'' was my answer . "Now let me
be shown to this Mr. Montagu's room .. "
The hotel man.ager called one of t he waiters to
show me the app:ntment in quest ion .
"It's on the second floor, sir," said this man, as
we were ascending the first flight of stairs.
"All right,'' I replied, in my character of a
north country potentate. "Mr. Montagu is my
nephew, and I want to take him by surprise."
As we passed along the corridor on t he 'first
floor, I presently became aware that instead of
having one waiter in attendance I h a d got three
following me, who, to judge by t heir faces, were
not a little amused. I suppose my quaint ap pearance had excited their curiosit y, a n d they
were inclined to have a laugh at the old fellow
from the country. As I noticed this I dismissed
iwo of the fellows with a sharpn ess which somewhat astonished them .
On arriving at the room I t urned the handle
of the door-I have thought sin ce it would have
been wiser if I had allowed the waiter to knockand found that it was locked. I gave it a twist to
be sure, and t h en a voice from within demanded
sharply:
"Now, t h en, w hat the deuce do you want?"
" A gentlema n to see you, sir, please,'' replied
t he waiter.
The answer was a short, defiant laugh, and
then all was still. I waited a moment or two,
and then put m y shou lder t o the door with all my
st r ength, but it did not yield.
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"Give me a hand," I said to the waitet·. A
sta1·tled- look came into his face, but he readily
ga ve me his assistance, and under our united efforts the door gave way with a crash .
I was ready for a struggle, but found the room
in darkness. Then I felt a rush of cold night air
in my face, an<i I noticed that the window was
raised, and that it opened upon an iron balcony.
The waiter lighted the gas, and it did not take
me long to discover that the bird had flown.
An open valise, half packed, was on the floor,
with other traveling adjuncts.
Going to the window, I saw that the iron balcony traversed the whole front of the housP..
Stepping out, I ran along this from end to end,
p assing on the way a dozen windows at least.
Making my way back to th e room I had just
left, and rushing downstairs like mad, th e first
person I encountered was the hall porter. To my
inquiries if any person had recently come downstairs and gone out he replied :
"Yes, a gentleman who is staying in the house.
I don't know hi s name."
"And he has left th e hotel?" I asked.
"Yes, sir, not more than a minute or two ago. "
Out into the street I dashed, but saw nothing
of the man I was after. On my return to the
hotel I learned from the manager that the doors
of one-half of the rooms facing on to the balcony opened on to a sepai·ate corridor, and I had
no doubt that my would-be pri soner had traversed the balcony, pas ed through one of these
apartments, and walked quietly downstairs and
out of the house.
Returning to the room which he had recently
occupi ed I found that he had left behind him a
small b~t expensive outfit. An important di scovery that I made was a couple of photographs
that were lying at the bottom of the valise. These
were portraits of the man I had hoped to capture and were, as I was told by the hotel manage1: an excellent likeness of him.
The next morning startling news reached me.
I learned that a lady staying at the hotel whet:e
I had been so cleverly outwitted had lost the
greater part of her valuable jewelry, which, without doubt, had been stolen by the man who had
escaped me.
One afternoon as I was passing the shop where
the young man who· ha~ given me my information
.
.
worked, he came runnmg out. .
"I've seen him! I've seen him aga m, sir !" he
cried.
"When and where?"
"This morning, in Fulton street," he replied.
"I had been sent on an errand, and as I was
going along Fulton street I saw him. But I
think he must have known me, too, for he jumped
into a cab and drove off."
Between six and seven o'clock on the following
night I was passing along a street when a fourwheeler cab drew up about twenty yards in advance of me.
From the vehicle a gentleman in evening dress
alighted, handed the driver his fare , and going
up the steps of the house, rang the bell. Just as
I got opposite to the man the door opened, a,nd
without ceremony he en"tered. But at that moment, perhaps to see if the cab had driven away,
he turned his head, and as the light from the
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street lamp shone full on his face, I instantly
. recognized him as the original of the photographs
which I had so frequently studied. Then the door
·
closed behind him.
Passing over to the opposite side of the street,
I looked across at the house which he had just
entered, and noticed that the drawing-room was
lighted up brilliantly.
I did not seek to enter the house just then, but
waited until the constable on t he beat came
around. Half an hour must have elapsed before
the officer made his appearance. Then there was
another delay, as I had to send him in search of
a second officer. When the two arrived I bade
them keep a sharp lookout and to come to my
assistance if they h eard my whistle. Then I
crossed the street and boldly range th e bell.
A servant girl opened the door, anLI without
making any remark, I entered. Leaving her to
suppose I was ari expected vi~itor, I placed my
hat on the stand and walked quietly upstairs.
The drawing-room door was partly open, a pageboy having just taken something into the apartment. At a table, at dinner, were seated four
people, a lady anri three gentlemen, and one of
them just then raised a glass of champagne and
said:
"To our hostess, who so kindly entertains us."
Seated nearest to the door was the accomplished rascal for whom I had so long searched,
an d his back was partly turned toward me. All
that I have described I had taken in ·without detection, as I stooc! just without the half-opened
door. But the next moment, as I 111ade a step
forward, the lady saw me, and uttered an exclamation.
Quick as thought my man sprang to his feet,
evidently recognizing me as a deteC'tive, a nd before I could reach him, the page being in the
way, had drawn a small revolver and fired point
blank at me.
The bullet whistled harmlessly past rn~· head,
and the next instant I h ad closed with him,
striking the .pistol from his grasp by a violent
blow on the wrist. I got a very strong .n:rip on
him, and before he scarc<'ly knew where he was.
I had t hrown him heavily to the floor and had
the handcuffs on him.
Now there was the sound of heavy f eet on the
stairs, and the two constables, who had llPard the
pistol shot, came rushing into the room. I ti.irned
my prisoner over to them.
After I had made a few inquiries of the people
whose little dinner party I had so unceremoniously interrupted, I was not at all surprised
then, and subseouently, to learn that they were
respectable middle-ckos in dividuals, and that the
host and hostess had little idea of the character
of their guest.
The husband had m et th e notorious swindler at
a club, and having taken a liking to him, had invited him to his home.
In the end, when this leader of the desperate
gang which we had succeeded in uprooting was
brought to trial and convicted, it was announced
that two other convictions were recorded against
him, and, as a consequence, the sentence passed
upon him was such a severe one that in all human probability he was not likely to ever agairi
be at large.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
VOICE HAS MILE RANGE.
Claiming that p.e can still make his voice heard
n early a mile away George , Sawyers, head porter on the London, Brighton and South Coast
Railway, is retiring after fifty-one years' service.

is t o overcome transport difficulties on un..
navigable portions of nvers, such as rapids, ~y
rendering craft easily transferable to land while
loaded and conveying them by rain until their
further transport by water again becomes possible. It also contemplates the conveyance of the
craft overland from one river or waterway to
another.
The inventor is a Belgian, Robert B Goldschmidt, and it i::l hoped to make use of the system mainly in the Belgian Congo. The amphibious "boat-train" is uescribed a s a series of
twin boats or barges, the fi rst of which is the tug,
which can be driven by petroleum or palm oil.
Each pair of boats is bound together laterally
by a double yoke of st eel, bearing a hanging device which runs on a mono-rail. The mono-rail
is laid on a raised masonry or timber structure
raised so a s to clea r the nulls of the boats on
either side. It is hoped that the b)at-train will
enable the great river system of th-:: Congo hithe11to neglected, to be u sed regularly for transport, notwith standing its frequent interruption
by rapids

LAUGHS

REVENGE AFTER MANY YEARS.
Mrs. Neat--Why, Belinda, the piano has six
Mrs. Mary Speiss waited thirty-eight years for weeks' du st on it! Blinda-Well, mum, I ain't
a squaring of accounts with George Speiss, her to blame. I've been here only three weeks.
husband, and she got it recently. Speiss deserted
"My son, remember this: Marrying on a salary
her aft er a short married life when she was
fifteen years old. The Supreme Court of Min- has been the salvation of many a young man."
nesota held that she was entitled to the entire "I know, dad. But su ppose my wife should lose
/
$75,000 estate Speiss left at his death and that her salary?"
the other woman, whom the married after he deSunday School Teacher-Now, Willie, why
serted her, was not entitled to a cent.
don't you try to conquer yourself? Willie-Ain't no glory in conquerin' a feller what's been
GRUESOME FINDS IN SEINE.
Last week three fishermen on the Seine found licked by every kid in town, is there?
I
two human arms, which doctors said we r e those
Bacon-Somebody said there was something
of a young woman. They had been ·cut from the
stunning about your wife's new dress. I didn't
body with scientific skill.
The other morning a young man working be- see it . E g bert-Of course you didn't. You don't
side the river at Neuilly, ma ny miles below the suppose she'd lea ve the p r ice mark on it, do you?
spot where the arms had been found, drew a
"You know people are criticizing your parsisack from the water. In side was the body of a
woman, without arms, legs or head. When the mony," said a candid fri end. "Never mind" was
body was taken to the police st a tion and exam- the answer; "wait t ill I get a s rich as s~me of
ined by the doctors, they gave it a s th eir opinion th e.se ra i~way m'.igna t es ; then th e magazine
that it was the one from which the arms ha d wnt ers will complnnent m e on my h eroic frugality."
been amputat ed.
Just a s they had fini shed t he ir examination
a noth er sack was brought to them, in w h ich a
"How," sh e m urmured in pa ssiona t e tones
r iverside garden er h ad fo un d t he two legs. On ly
the head of the unfor t una t e woman remain s now lean ing toward h im a cr oss t h e t a ble, "how car:
t o be fo und. Till t h<:t is done identification is you treat me so?" A sh adow crossed his br ow
impossible, an d t he on ly description the police Then he said, fr a nk ly : " W ell, I got $25 on my
can give is th at the body seems to be th at of a watch t o-day." H er face )'las wreathed in dimgi r l a bout 20 years ol d, whose hands indicat e that ples. "Let's have some m ore lobst er," sh e said.
she was unused to labor.
"But, Gfadys, we should not let you r mother's
BO AT-TRAIN RUNS ON L AND OR WATER. prejudice stand in t he wa y of our marriage.
Experiments with a new syst em of waterway What is money to t r ue love?" "I know, Alfred,
transport, described alternat ively a s the "am- th a t mon ey is not all, but hunger is something.
phibiou s boat" or the "amphibi ou s train," have Last night you walked past three restau rants on
been successfully ca rried out on t he Willebr oeck the way from th e thea t er , a nd ne ver said supper
Cai.sl in Belgium and are described by the Econ - once. But m other had so mething for me to eat
amic Review (London). The object of the sys- when I got home."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
A CAMEL'S STOMACH.
The !'ltomach of a camel is divided into four
compa 1~enfa, .and the walls of these aTe lined
with large cells, every one of which can be opened and closed at will by the means of powerful
muscles. When a camel drinks, it drinks. a great
deal. Indeed, it a"rinks for such a long time that
you really would think it never meant to leave
off. The fact is that it is not satisfying its
thirst but is filling up its cistern as well. One
after' another the cells in its stomach are filled·
with the water, and as soon as each is quite full,
it is tightly closed. Then when a few hours later
the animal becomes thirsty, all that it has to do
is to open one of the cells and allow the water to
flow out. Next day it opens one or two _more
cells, and so it goes on day aft~r da~ until the
whole supply is exhausted. In t~is cur10us :vay a
camel can live five or even six days w1thout
drinking at all, and so is able to travel quite
easily through the desert, where the wells are
often hund1·eds of miles apart.
HORSES SLEEP STANDING UP.
. Horses seldom lie down to sleep. Th_roughout
their entire lives most of them sleep while standing on their feet. The reason for this is believed
to be. that the horse~ are af.raid th~t !ln insect
might crawl into their nostrils. T~1s is a very
likely explanation, when we C?~sider that . a
horse's nostrils are the most sensitive part of ~ts
body says Popular Science Monthly. If the msect ~ould not be removed it could easi~y irrita~e
the horse to death. Many horses will not he
,down because they have once ?een "foundered,"
that is, unable to. get up unassisted. .
.
Another curious fact about a sleeprng horse .1s
that it seems always to keep its faculties working. Its ears, for instance, keep constantly
twitching and the ani mal seems to hear the
slightest noise. Because of this it would probably be impossible for a man to enter a stable
quietly enough to prevent his. waking UJ? ev~ry
horse in it. Horses act peculiarly also m time
of fire. They will burn to death rather than rush
out from the salls.
EMERALD MINING IN· COLUMBIA.
The emerald mining industry dates back to
,J.ong before the Conquistadores of Spain turned
their attention to the New World. When Bogota
was fi.Tst settled in 1534 the Spaniards made
every effort to discover the location of the emerald deposits which were known to exist not
many miles from the settlement. Their endeavors were long frustrated by the opposition of
p owerful tribes of the district. Finally, however,
in 1594, mining operations were begun, the work
'being carried on wholly by Indian slaves. Great
treasures were taken from the district during
t he Colonial period, a very large portion of the
re:venue going to the Spanish Crown. Colombia
is t he chief emerald producing country, the output in a normal year amounting to about 800,000
ca r ats. That the industry is likely t o long con-

tinue as a source of wealth to the re-rp.ubiic is indicated by the fact that, in addition to the already developed field, two new deposits have been
located. However, those deposits (at Cosquez
and Somondoc) are at present inaccessible owing
to transportation difficulties. At least one of the
newly discovered fields i.s as rich as the Muzo
deposits now being worked.
AMERICA'S

FIRST GREAT HIGHWAY
BUILT IN 1711.
Something more th:an two hundred years ago
there was built the first great American highway, "the old York road," between New Yo'rk
and Phil adelphia. The construction of this famous road in 1711 wa!l an example that led the
energetic colonists at other 1T0ints along the Atlantic seaboard to make similar roads where
there we-re no water routes. For the most part
these roads were built by chartered companies,
and were called tumpike or toll roads. Pennsylvania, Connecticut and New Jersey had many
roads of this kind.
The first macadamized road in this country
was constructed in 1792 between Philadelphia
and Lancaster. In 1811 there were said to be
4,500 miles of chartered turnpikes in New England and New York. During the next twenty
years the Government expended many millions
of dollars in constructing great highways, but to
that branch of the Government the panic of 1837
and the_ building of railways and canals put an
end to the work.
TO-DAY'S MEN OF WEALTH WERE
YESTERDl\ Y'S SA VER.,9.
Commenting on the value oi starting saving
habits early in life, the St. Joseph (Oreg.) Herald brings out the fact that the men who ha,ve
got ahead in the world a1·e those who started to
save when young.
"Can you i·ecall the little incidents of your
young days?" asks the Herald. "Perhaps you
remember some child who was close with his pennies-who put them in his bank and kept them
there. That chila, even in its tender years, was
imbued with the habit ef saving and was cultivating the budding idea of thTift. If you can
locate that child tq-day you will probably find a
man who has made a commercial success of life
and who is financially at ease evenlllif not wealthy.
"The child who saves his pennies in time becomes t'he man who accumulates dollars. But
the one who spends his pennies as fast as he gets
them, generally finds that in after years the
habit has fastened itself upon him to such an ext ent that his life becomes one of endless spending-always earning money but never having
a surplus dollar. The gravest "financial injury
you can do your child is to encourage it to go out
and sp~nd its pennies as fast as he gets them. It
marks the beginning of a bad ending. It is easier
for the leopard to change its spots than for the
spender to be anything but what he is."
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
TOURING WORLD IN BARE FEET.
WHITE I SLAND.
Barefooted a nd accompanied by a dog, an
An island about thirty mi les northeast of New
.American named Hippolyte Martinet passed . Zealand is, perhaps, the m ost extraordinary isthrough Territet, Switzerland, September 3, on a land in the world . It is an enormous mass of
walking tour around the world. He carried his rocks nearly three miles in girt rising to a height
entire belongings on his shoulders. He said he of 900 feet above the sea, in the Bay of Plenty,
hall. started from Seattle, Wash., and had crossed and is perpetually enveloped*in a dark cloud
the Rockies to the Atlantic.
which is visible for nearly 100 miles. In fact,
His subsequent route was by way of Antwerp, White I sland, which is shaped somewhat like
Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, Nice and Geneva.
a hollow tooth, is the crater of a volcano, and it
is the beginning of what is called the Taupo
PREACHER B ITTEN BY SNAKE .
Zone, some of the volcanoes of this zone being
William Edmond, Nauvoo, Ala., is in a criti- under water. The clouds which envelop the iscal condition and h is brother, the Rev. Albert land are caused by the steam from the hot
Edmonds, was severely bitten by a snake, said to springs wh ich boil around the edge of the lake in
have been used at a revival meeting.
the center of the island. The whole island is
The minister i$ said to have told his congre- perpetually making and depositing sulphur ·and
gation that the "true believer" was _immune to its already limitless deposit of high-grad~ sulthe bite of reptiles, and invited non··believers to phu r, which has accumulated through the ages
bring poisonous snakes to the se rvjce. A copper- is destined to make the island famous from C:
head was captured and taken to the meeting. . commercial point of view, though for many years
William Edmonds and the minister were bitten it has been classed as merely one of New Zeaand immediately became ill. William Edmonds, land's scenic wonders. The lake in the center of
doctors said, will die.
the island is fringed with bright yellow deposits
for hot springs forever bubble on the water'~
MINT COINS 280,000 SILVER D,OLLARS surface. Around the lake's brim are steam jets
DAI LY.
continually spou tin~ sulphur, and one vent has
Durin"' the month of August coinage at the been known to furni sh four tons an hour. Some
Philadelphia mint was restric~ed to silver_ dol- of the springs of t he island contain over 90 per
lars which totalled 6,000,000 pieces. T hi s 1s 1,- cent. of pure sulphu r.
710,000 more than were coined in any preceding
month this year.
The P hiladelphia m int still is running exclu- WHY T HE MISS I SSIPPI R I VER RUNS U P
HILL.
sively on silver dollars t o replace the pieces- which
were melted under the P ittman act, and· to datt.
Not a ll of our readers realize what a penchant
h a s coined in excess of 20,000,000. The present water has for goin g up hill. All the stems an d
rate is fro m 265,000 to 280,000 a day, and in tree trun ks of t h e vegetable kingdom draw water
view of the weight of the dollar a heavy tonnage u p from the earth to the extremities, of their
branches and leaves where it evaporates into
is involved .
.
There is no demand for the subsidiary coins at the air. T he forest or the field of grain repret he present t ime. I n fact, there is a steady flow sents great qu antities of water flowing vertically
of silver back to the mint from Federal Re- upward. It is safe to say that any river fl owing
toward the equator flows up hill, becau se its
serve ba nks.
mou t h w ill be more di stant from the center of
the earth than is its sou rce. If this does not
LACE GROWS ON TREES.
hold, then the river is practically a cataract so
Lace grows on trees on the Isthmus of Panamll> great must be the rate of descent of its wate~-.
and the trees grow wild in the swamps. Captain
The Mississippi, counting its course from Lake
L. W. Richards of the steamship No_rwalk Itasca in Minnesota, flows to the south through
brought a fine sample, not merely as a cu_r~os1ty~ about 15 degrees of latitude, which is about onebu t to induce tests as to the probable utility of fou rth of the distance !1·or;i the pole to the equathe plant or tree in this section.
tor. Now the equator 1s six and a half miles apWhen the lark of the limbs is stripped there proximately further distant from the center of
are rolls of a flimsy substance, of a texture very the earth than is the pole. It follows that were
much like mosquito netting. The size Of these the Mississi ppi credited with a perfectly level
layers increases with the size of_ the tree, the bed so that it did not. flow at all, then its mouth
largest being about a foot m dia~eter. This would be about one-fnurth of the six and a quarfabric is strong and can be sewn without tear- ter miles, more distant from t he center of the
ing. The natives use the stuff in making gar- earth than its source would be. To get the r eal
distance, we mu st subtract the height of its
ments.
Captain Richards believes that by cultivation source above sea level, which is about 1,400 feet,
the tree may become very valuable, and 1f the leaving a little over a mile for the excess dislace layers cannot be enlarged some process may tance of the mouth from the center of the earth.
1e perfected by which they can be joined into In this way we determine that the Mississi ppi
i fabric which will make the fine st mrJsquito bar
really runs about a mile up hill.-Science and
Invention.
~nd may even serve for summer raiment.
_,....---
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a
ed
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A true ·

hair grower
Sworn proof of hair growth after baldne••· Amazing reporta of legions of users of Kotalko, in stopping

loesof hair, overcoming dandruff, conquering baldness.
Here's the fairest o.ffcr in the world- use Kotalko. l l
it doesn't do all you expect, get your money back! For-

get past bad luck wilh your hair. This is something
different. Get KOTALKO at any busy druggi•t'o. Or
mail 10 cents for testing proof box with guarantee to
Kotalko Office, BD-375, Station X, New York

actol· or.aetreu. My &rM.t Profemiona:I Courseonly \lee o£ita kind-COVERS ALL BRANCHES.

lo1M1 Personality. Confkl•ne9, Skill and teilil
ust hew to p t on tbe Staire. Send 6c J>Ofltaae
for Jlhlfitrated booklet,,. ••Alt Alleut vaudevUle.,.
Stat.o an a:id occapatioc. Write for tl&i• tr.e Stage Book tod11yl
3ox. 5S7·X Loa ~ELES~ALI!!_
fRED~RJC LA D£ll~

$

OLD COJNS WANTED
$2 to $500 EACH paid ror Hundred!! of

Coins dated before 18fJJ. KPep ALL old
Money. You may bave Coins worth a
Large Premium. Send lOc. for new
Illustra ted Coln Value Book, size 4ir6.
Get Posted at Once.

CLAt;KE COIN CO., Box S5, Le Roy, N , Y.

HERE IS A
BEAR WITH
REAL
INTELLECT.
rntelliHow
gent a bear ma.y
be is well illustrated by an aecount published
by M. Baudouin
in the Bulletin of
the French SoNationale
ciete
d' Acclimatation.
This bea1· had
that
noti c e d
there
whenever
was a heavy fall
of rain the lower
part of his den
was flooded and
orifice by
the
which the water
flowed out was
0 b st r u
ed
thi~
Whenever
he
happened
profit.ed by the
occasion to take
a &'ood bath. This
finished, he u!led
to go to the outlet and scrape
away the debris
~bat had stQpped
it up, until the
water flowed out
~d his home was
ary. But once, in
an exceptionally
heavy flood, the
rose
water
through the hole
from outside. The
bear tried Ms usual method of
getting rid of tlie
;'-'ater, but, finding this useless,
sat down to think
over the new situation.
a.n
. Presently
idea came to hjm.
A lot of rocks
had been thrown
rnto his den in an
effort to raise the
level of the floor
and give him d:i;y
H e
quarte r s .
th e s e
studied
· rocks attentively,
and then began
them
carrying
one by one to the
place where the
water ·was, enter, ing. A<fter the
water receded it
discovered
was
that the bear had
placed e n o u g h
rocks to stop up
the hole.
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On legal afi!davit, J"oll!l :!tart Brittain, tiullne99 mat!, certified
to this: •'My head at the top and back was absolutely bald. The
acalp was shiny. An export said that he thoui:h.t the hair roots were
extinc_~ and there was no bope of my ever having a new hair growth.
"l!et now, a~ an ag& over 66, I have a hlxnriani- growth of
ooft, strong, lustrous hair I No trace of baldness. The pictures shown.
.kere are from my photographs." Mr. Brittain certified further:

lNDIAf\{'S SECRET OF. HAIR GROWTH
"At a tlmil when I bad become discouraged:
Si trying various hair lotions, to.nice, specialist&'
treatments, etc., I cnme ac ros!, in my travels, a
Cherokee Indian 'medicine man' who had an elixir
that he assevernted would grow my hair. Althoui;h "Aft« lsair grOflltT.
·
[ had but little faith. I gave it a trial. To my
-am:i.zement a JigM !uz: soon appeared. n developed, day by day, intOJ
a healt!ly growth, and ere long my: hail! :was aa :proli.6.11 aa in my
youthful daVi.
That I

was astonished and happy i.r e:ii~rtssing mt statir of mind mildly-.

Obviously, the hair r oots had not been dead, but wer0 dormant ill.
olhe scalp, a'vaiting tho fertllizing pot<>ncy of the mysterious pomad"I negotiated for and came in to posse ssion of the principle !or preparing- this mysterious elixir, now called Kotalko, and later had th&
Photo when bald, :r:ecipe pu$ into practical form by a chemist.
Tha.t my own hair growth was permanent lu•• been amply prove4.''

How YOU May Grow YOUR Hair /
It haa been prove!! In very many c:ises that hair roots aid

ou~ through dandruff, fever,
:Miss
"About 8 years ago my hair began to fall
out until my scalp in spots was:
almost. entirely bald. I used.
everything that was recommend•
ed but was always disappoint e<I
u ntil at last I came across Ko·
FOR FALUNG HAIR
talko. My bald spots are being
covered now; the i.rowth is al·
BALDNESS, DANDRUFF
ready about thr.ee inches." G.
W. Mitch<lll reports: "I had
spots comy,tetely bald, over
which hair s now growing •ince
I u sed Kotalko. " · }ire. Matilda.
Maxwell reports:· "The whole
front of my head was as bald.
aa the palm of my band for about 15 years. Sinee using
'Kotalka is- au,..awrful
!Kotalko, hair ia groWing aL over the placei tha' was bald/A
fQr wo111e1''s ha<r.
:Many more splendid, convincing reports from. satisfied users..
conta!nlt GENUIN:B :BEU OIL and other potent in•
gredi ents. No alcohol, nG shampoo; but a hai·r elixir of
wonderfnl efficacy. All ingredients are safe and harmless.
,I 1 ' ,• 1
l
even for a child'a oea.lp and\ hair. Positively KOTALKO is
one deliii;htfully reliable hair preparntion that succeeds
upon genuine merit. Buy a box of ltOTALKO at the drug store. Or aak tor Kotalk<>
et the toilet goods or drug counter of any large departmmii; store. Remembel' th&
:name. Accept nothing else as •'just as good.'• $300.00 QU.A.lim'EE. Or if you send 10
cents (silver or stamps), you will ree.e ive a PllOOP l!IOX of Koblko wllh BJtOCHURE,
~·t~aid. Determine NOW to eliminate DANDJtUFF,_to trut BALDNESS, to STOP
08' • box of p&ranteed. AOTALIO, app?r once or twice
~I& l!'ROM: FALLING.
ilaiq; watch 1n your min.or. For PROOF" BOX (10 eentll) non• otherwise) write W

hot die even when the hair f ell

olopeciCJ oreata or certain other bair or scalp disorders.

iA. D. Otto report•:

KOTALI(O

For Sale at all
BusyDrag Stores

'i•ii
I_ •-'°(1•- t• '• - •-=

KOTALKO OFFICES,

BA-375~ ·Station

X, New York

CURED HIS
RHEUMATISM !

(~~~~!h!~r!'>
run'!~
recreation is on a R•ncer Bicycle.
Cho1ceo t 4 4 Styles, colors an d s izes.
lave 110 to ~20 on Dlrect From-the.

Factory shipment. 30 Days

~roe

Trial. shipped on approval. We pay
'&:he eXJ)ress both wa ye t t n ot a.ccepted.
0

1

IZMonthstoPa i? ~ :~·~ ~:-:.~

Saved tfme a nd car!are e asily meot•
the •mall monthly payments.

T I res ~ ,:t~=~~~l[.~!t;.·t~;~lu:~;:a

u:e ~ d Cyde Company g~.'!ir:.•rd
~~ ~
Dept .. p1ggChica.Zo R~~ntT.no•.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL
PRICES

50c '
,'$1!!'

One M ag1( En.,clope. Any cud, co.n.. o r p1ch1t t , 1au d n1 11111 en•elo pt
dt.an gu into any "thu de sued nude , or u r.isbu alto(t tbrr. _
_
_ Ilk
6 Cr a t k Hja 01 C uO Tri ckt., and s..m pLe ~.',of 1pec1a l urd s _
_ _ IOc
Wut inc ca nno l be r ead u n til '-ette 4 . _ 10c
O flt pti ~a gc ol lnfls1blc l nlt
7

.

.i~~~n~ ;~~=:-or~,~~~e~t ~~ •:::::,~~~ 1':::ne~s.M1~t:oJ:ur~gr~·

lOc

"I am eighty-three years old a n d I d octored for r hcumnti..«m ever since I came ou t
of t he a r my, over 50 years ago. Like m any
ot het'8, I spent mo n ey freely for so-ca ll ed
'cures ' aud I have read about ' Uric Acid'
u n til I cou ld a lm ost taste it. I could n ot
Rleep n ights or walk witho u t pain: my
hand~ were so ~ore anrl st il'f r co uJ d not
hold n pen. But now I am again in active
hu~ i n('SS a n d ca n wa lk with ea~e or w rite
all dhy wit h com fort . F r iendR a r e s u rpri sed· at t he ch a n ge ." You mi ght j ust as
well a ttempt _t o pu t o ut a fire " "Ith o il as
tr y to get rid of yo ur rhe u matism. neu r it i s
nn<l lik e com plaints b y Ja k in g t r t'a tm Pnt
supposed t o drive U r ic A'cirl out of yo u r
It too k Mr. As he lman
b lood a nd b od _y.
Hft.v ypars t o find out the tr uth . H e lrn rn Nl
h ow to get r id of t h<' true en use of h is
r h eumatism. o the r diso r dP r s.- a n d recover
h i s s trengt h f r o m "T he Inne r M.>ste ries,"
no w be iu g d istri h uted f ree hy a n a uth o rit y
w h o dev oted over tw e n t~· year• to t h e scien tific stn cly of t his t r ouhle. If an)' r eader of
this p n p e 1· wiR h e~ "rl' he In ner 1\1yst cries of J;t h eum a tl s m " overlooked by doc t o r s
an fl sciPntists fo r cen tu r ies pas t. s i m pl y
sen d a post card o r le t ter to H. P. Clf'a r w nte r. No. !\34 .J Street. Ha llo well . Ma i ne.
f;e n d n ow, l<'s t yo u for~et ! If n ot n suffe r er, c ut o u t t his n otice and ha n n this
good new.s a nd o p po r t unity to so me affli ct ed
frien d.
All wbo se nd w ill rf'ceive i t by
r etu rn mail wit ho u t a n y cha r ge whatever .

13 CW"lO\I S Lou Lener$ 1h a1 r e•d 1wo w•n. Norh•ni: "ulru. b u t 10 rip·
• ••uinc f,. nny. t.h1t7 maltit you 11u£h TheJ hcklit 7ou r 1or nervn. _
_
l Oc
t H1r.l'I Gude Forrnuln lor m • 'r.•n£ Pari111n P<"rfumf' Powder, Eye ,1au
C ln nitr, a nd 2 othH5- All b1 c money nu1ken, 1 11 J recut11 "'ce 11 _ _ Sl 0o
eo,, of o ur 8 11 l ro< k • Novelly C•11 loc inclu d onr. sample) of stagt rnon. ,, farm ul .-s, eic • a nd •!M"C•l l ba•c• •n olleu, wonh 11 leu1 _
_
_
l Oc
1
1
1
1
11
1
.. ~ ,~; '.:., od11;~~~ :b~.,o;.t;1~i
~e'11"1 ;~; ;~~r~;~;. ~d ~oi;, ::1~
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K. W el wortb Co., Dox 278, Indian a p oli s , Ind .

Wonderful. 'Jew device, g aidea your h a nd; corr ects
yoarwriting in few days. Big im prov em ent in thr('e
hours. No fa ilures. C omi;>lete out l ine FRE E.
Write C. J . Ozment, Dept. 39 St . Louis, Mo.

~
'
--....:;i

From factorq to 11011
\') FREE fo~:bt. ~~::i· i!W
:.' .W:1;
/-2_ ei~
~~oaifl~~C1~:l~~ 'fe<i:i~~~:
ot 1921 m odel electricall.r equipped

lUACK BFAUIY'
-&

large variety ot m odels io chOOM

from. Pick ' h• on e you like bHt . W0
"nd U express p rep :i. id.

p os it a n d d o lla r

ft. w

A small d e·

eek. Fi ve year

guarante&-6 months' accident policy.

HAVERFORD CYCLE COMPANY B~ aew c a taloc
Enabliahcd 25 yearL
in colon-FREE
· Dept,, 529
Plliladelphia, Pa. Sead for it-NOW!
·
Be d Bldck Beauty Q,.,,.,. A gent

Easy p r ofeHion that you take up in
spare ti me. No a rtistic ability

r::;_~:~a~Om~'l!t~i~~tfftl>f;!~~ityW~~

f or perticu!Ars.

ALPHA SHOW CARD SCHOOL

1123 (f·2 ) Broadway,

New Yor"

FftE·
E'
CO L ORS
BRUSHES

~UPPLIESI

ENTIRE TO W N
T O BE
REMOVED
T WO MI LES.
Remov al of t h e
entire town of
American Falls,
I daho, with its
po p ul ation of 2,000, two or three
miles to a new
site hi gher than
it s present locati on , is to be · a t t empted within a
f ew months by
eng ineers wo r kin g on a hug e irri g ation proj ect .
Wa ters of th e
Snake River, on
which A me ri can
F a lls is located
a r e to be dammed
a cc ordi ng t o
pr esen t
p lans,
a n d w ill be used
t o reclaim some
300,000 or more
acr es
of
arid
la nd n ow given
over t o the sage
brush .
Engin eers say
the project is one
of t h e larg.cs•.
ever
attempted.
The big dam itself will have an
abu tment of one
m!le in length ,
will be GO foc t
high
and
will
have a ba se sufficiently ~-+ · ,, ng to
stand adding · to
should it eve r be
deemed necessary
to add to its
height.
The big reservoir, t o be filled
by the waters
backing up from
the dam, will cover some 76 square
mi les an d will
h ave an impou nd
of 3,000,000 sq.
feet. Its wat ers
will exten d from
A merican Falls
to B lackfoot, a
distance of a bout
20 miles.
The
w i 11
r ese r voir
h ave a shore line
of
nearly 100
m iles and a t it s
w ildest poin t it
w ill be fou r miles
acr oss.

TEN-CENT

OUR

HAND

BOOKS

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

Uaeful, Inst ructive, an.d Amusin11;. The7 Cenlain
Vaht able Information flll Allno11t Ever,: Subject

1039 'l'be Lil>erty Boys' Rifle Corps; or, Tbe 'l'wenty

No. M . HOW T O KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.Giving cOfllplete information as to the manner and

1040

mctUoU of. raising, keeping, tamiug, breeding and

man~

agiug all kin us of pets; also giving fnll instructions for
lllakmg cag<•s, etc. ll' ully explained by twenty-eight
llluslrutions.
No. 56-- HOW TO DECOME AN ENGINE.Fl.R.-ContuiulH g lUli n1::.t.ruct~ous how t':' ~H:!corue a locomotive

tngiuler: <ilHu c.lll'cctlons for bu1ld11i;.c a model locomo·
tive ~ tugetber witll a full d esc ription uf ever,vtbing an
t:11giuu i :-illo uld kuow.

No. i\8. now TO BE A DETECTl\'E.- By Old King
Hrady, tbc well-kno"n detecti\e. Ju wl.ucu be Ja,vs duwn

:;owe valuable rule::; ior lH:'giuners. a.lld

al~o

adventures ot w ell-k nown uctecti,·es.
No. 60.

HOW TO

- - L AT»'.ST ISSUES - -

1041
1042
1(}!3
1044
10-!5
i04(i

..Deadon Shots.
Torn Mounm,in; or. Warm 'Yor k in lb &
Ramapo Valley .
.. Prisoner
of War ; or, Acting as Aids to Wash-

..
..
..
..

re-lutes some

1017

BECO.IU~

10-!8
10-t!J
1050

..

somely i Jlustrntcd.

1031

....

HOW TO MA.KE ELECTUICAL

-Contu1u iug- i uU <.hr1.::ctlvlll:i lor

~!hinel:i,

~lACHINES .

L.UUk.i11g- electrical ma-

inuuction coils., llynamos antl wany novel toys
to be worked IJy el~ctricity . lly ll. A. R !Jennett. Full.v
.1Justrated.
No 65. MULDOON'S JO liES.- 'l'be wost origfual joke
IJook' ever puulisbc•d, and it is urim!ul of wit and
humor. It contains a large collection of songs. jokes,
conundrums, et~ .• of 'l'errence ~Jul!loon, the great wit.
humorist and practical joker or tbe d a y.
No. 60. UOW TO D O PUZZLES.- Containi.ng ove r
three llundr~u iutere:::;tiug puzzlt::H a.nt..1 couuudrulli:-;, with
key to same. A complete book. Fully illustrated.
N<> 67 - HOW T O DO ELECTlUCAL 'rlUCJ>.s.-Containiug 'a large collection of lnstrnctive a.nu biguly
amusiug elect rical tricks, togetller w1tu illustrations.
Uy A. Anderson.
No. 68. ll0\7 TO DO CHE:l-UCAL TlUCli.S.- Containing over one 11u1ul~eJ h1gltly a111_using and instruc·
tive tl'icl<s wit b clrnw1cals. By A. Anderson. Huncl >.ome ly illu strated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLElGHT-0.1"-HAND.-,-Conlaln·
Ing over lifty or the _latest anu l>est tricks used l>y

1052
1053
1034
1055
1056
10()7

10G4
1065
1066
1067
1068
106!)
1070
:i.071

Nu. 70. HOW TO :IIAKE ~lAGIC TOYS.- Containing
full directions for makiug Magic Toys ancl devices ot
many kinds. Fully illustrateJ.
No. 71. 110 \V TO DO :llECllANlCAL T RlCKS.-Containing co1uplete instructions fur perturmlng over sixty
Mechunical '.l'ncks. J!'ully illustrated.

1072
1073

:No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORltECTLl:.
-Containing lull instructions for writing letters on almost any suiijed; also rules for , Punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW ·.ro TELL FORTUNES BY TUE HAND.
-Containing rules for telling fortunes by tlie aid at
lines of the band or thP. secret of 1>alwi st ry. Also the
secret of telling tutnre events by aid of moles. marks.
scars, etc . I JI ustrated.
No.

..

..

.

1063

wagh.:ia11s. AJso <..:011co.n11111g tDe secret or s~co1H.i·sigllt.
.L! u11y
illu :::;tra t~d.

No. 72. HOW 1.'0 DO SIXTY 1.'1;.lCli.S WITH _CARDS.
-I<.:ml>rncing all of the- latest and most d eceptive card
nic.ho , witu illustrations.

"

1058
1059
1060
1061
1062

..
..
..

107-!
107!;

..

107A

"

1077
1078

..

1079
1080

Hive~.

Thraslllng Tarle ton; or, Getting El<en With a
Crue l ll'oe.
and "Reel Fox"; or, Out With tue Indian
l•'igb ters.
ut Kiugsb ridg-e; or, 'l'he Patriot Uoy and the
H ess ians.
and the Middy; or, Dick Slater·s Escape From
the Fleet.
Week or Terror; or, Fighting in the Wilderness.

A PllOTOGUAPUElt.Cont.aiuiug- u~ciul intormauvu regal'diug lll~ camera
antl how to work it; ah;o J1ow to make Photograpllic
.\lagic· Lantern ;;Hues auu other '1'rans11areucies. Hand-

No. 64.

ington.
and Cruzy June; o r , '£be Girl S p y of the .Jrunea

1081

..

1082

..

Gun Division; or, The Yankee Boy or Bedford.
1t..-11skin Foe; ot·. Tile Battle in the Wood~.
'.L'be Liberty Boys at Fort Wa, llington;.. or•
Making a Brave Stand.
A!tf't the Redcoats; or, The Ilatt le of Buck's
I-lend Neck.
ou Swamp I s land; or, Figuting for Sumter .
Deadly Eneml<'S; or, T ·h e Secret Band of Three.
nnd the Black ;;py; or, A Terrible rtiue for Life.
in tue •rren~hes; or, '£he Yankee Girl of Hnrlem •
Signal Gun; or Rou s ing tile P1>op l('.
nt t!Je (;rent Fire; or, Exciting 'l'imes in Old
New York.
an<l t uc Tory Bandit; or, 'l'he E s.cape of th&
Governor.
ou 'rime ; or, Riding to the Rescue.
Fnlse Gnhle; or, A Narrow Esca,pe frnm Def~>tL
up North; or, With Arnold on Lntte Charuplam.
Fooling llowe; or, The Twin Boy Spies of the
Bronx.
Dashing Cuarge; or, The Little Patriot of
White Marsh.
In K4'ntucky; or, After the Redskins and Renegades.
an1l Old Moll; o r , 'rue Witch ot Red Hook
Point.
Secret Cave; or, Hiding From Tryon .
a11<l the Jailer; or, Digging Out of Captivity.
Trumpet Blast; or The Battle Cry of F r eed om .
Cail to Arms; or, " ' asllington's Clever Ruse.
Whirlwind Attack; or, A Terrible Surprise to
Tarleton.
Out With Brave Buny; or, Tbe Battle With
U1e "Unkorn."
t ,o, t Trail; or, The Escape o! the Traitor.
Reatlni; the Skinners; or, Clearing Out a Bad
Lot.
l•'l:rnk Move; or, Coming rp Behind the B~ill~b.
as Scouts; or. Skirmishing Aronnd Valley
Forge.
l•'oree•l March; or. Caught in " T e rrible Trap.
D <'[1'rnliug- Heunington; or, H el ping Geuernl
Sturk.
Young Messenger; or, Storming the .Jersey
Batterks.
arnl the InMHn Fighter; or, Saving the Southern SettleN!.
Hunnioir Fight; or. After the Redcoat Rangers.
Fiirhtlng Doxstader; or, The Destruction ot
Cun·yto,vn.
and the Mlller; or, Routing the Tory Bandits.

Fer so.le by all newsdealers. or w ill be sent to ai.y a d dress on r ecf6ipt of price, 7c. per copy, ln money or pos•
tage stam p s. by

FRANK TOUS.EY. Pub .• 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

HOW

TO D-0 FORTY :.rruCKS lVITil
CARD~.-Containing deceptive Cu~u. •rncks as performed
by leadiug conjurers and magicians.
Arranged for
home amusement. Fully illustrated.
77.

No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containlng
the latest jokes. anecdo.tes and funny stories or this
world-reuowned German comedian . ;,)ixty-tour pages;
handsome colored cover, c<>ntaining a bulf-tone plloto ot
the author.
For saie by ail newsdealers or wit! be sent t o any
address on receipt of pr ice, 10 cents per copy, In m oney
or postage stumps, b y

FRAN!{

TOUSEY~

168 Wes t 23d Strtr'

Publisher ,
New York

SCEN RIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

P:rtce SIS Cents Pm- <Jn1>y
T h is book contains all the m ost recent chan ges in tb-a
met hod of construction 1tnd subm ission ot scenarios.
Si xty Lessons, cover ing n·er y phas e of scenario writln lJ. For sale by oil Ne,vsclealers and Bookstores.
If you cannot procu re a copy, s~n d u s the price,
115 cents. in money or postage stamps, and we wUl
m ail you 011e, postage f-t'P.e. Address

L . SENAB.ENS. 219 Seventh Cv e. 0 New Y ork, N, Y.

